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Playhouse's
new season
drawing lots
of interest
By HAWIUNS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
M1 he 2010 season
Playhouse in the Park has
been announced and
Executive Director Lisa Cope
says the selected shows should
draw lots of interest from the
conununity.
Cope said the committee that
selects the plays for each season
s composed of Playhouse board
tnembers and also people who
are not on the tx>ard. This year,
they chose a theme for the
shows to fall under, "A Season
of Tradition." Cope said they
would all be shows that families
could enjoy.
This weekend, Playhouse will
finish its run of "Jekyll & Hyde:
The Musical." and the season
will close with -The Best
Christmas Pageant Ever,"
which starts Dec. 4. Next season will kick off with
"Seussical: The Musical," a collage of some of Dr. Seuss's
most famous stories set to
music by writers Stephen
Flaherty and Lynn Ahrens It
originally opened on Broadway
in 2000 and has since become a
popular touring show and community theater staple. It will
play the three weekends from
Feb. 19 to hfarch 17, 2010.
"Seussical" will play around the
time of Dr. Seuss -- a.k.a.
Theodore Geisel's - birthday, so
Cope hopes to have some tie-ins
with lacal schools. It will be the
show this season that will feature only teenage actors
"Father Knows Best'' will
play from April 30 to May 9 and
is based on the popular radio
comedy from the 1940s, which
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New Tax Location

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times

Bob Stogner was one of the many local residents who headed to the new Calloway County Sheriff's office, at 701 Olive
Street, this morning to pay his property tax. Stegner iS pictured with Dana Sheridan. office manager. Office staff said there
was a line when they opened the doors at 8 a.m. Pnaperty tax information. was mailed out by the Sheriff's office Friday.

Retail faces uncertainty as CIT
enters Chapter 11 bankruptcy
By STEPHEN MANNING
end ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
AP BusMess Wnters
WASHINGTON (AP) — The bankruptcy of a key lender that helps retailers stock
their shelves is adding to the industry's
wornes ahead of the critical holiday shopping season.
CIT Group Inc. filed for Chapter I 1
bankruptcy protection Sunday. in New
York after months of struggling to avoid
collapse. The company provides badly
needed credit to thousands of small and
mid-sized businesses. and is a critical part
of the flow of capital in the retail sector.
CIT stressed that its lending operations
will continue to operate as it pioceeds
through bankruptcy with the hope of shedding $10 billion in debt. Chairman and
CEO Jeffrey M. Peek said the company's

prepackaged reorganization plan
allcw CIT to continue to provide funding
to our small business and middle market
customers. two sectors that remain vitally
important to the U.S. economy."
But retail groups and analysts warn that
the case will likely add to the instability in
the retail sector. CIT is an important
source of capital, working with 2,000 vendors that supply merchandise to more than
300,000 stores. About 60 percent of the
apparel industry depends on CIT for
financing.
In the last few weeks, the nation's stores
have begun filling their floors with holiday merchandise, but they still need a reliable source of lending to prevent shipping
disruptions and to restock after the holidays. Even one day that vendors are cut
off from much-needed financing could

create a bottleneck, resulting in shipments
of merchandise left on docks or in vendors' warehouses.
CIT expects to emerge from bankruptcy
by the end of the year. but a dragged-out
ease or any glitches could further disrupt
the already tight credit markets for retailers, said Joe Alouf,• a partner with
Eaglepoint Advisors, a crisis management
company that is partly owned by Kurt
Salmon Associates.
"CIT is the 600-pound gorilla in the
industry," Aloul said.
Craig Sherman, vice president of government affairs at the National Retail
Federation, thinks the industry "dodged a
bullet on the holiday season" for the most
part, because most merchandise is in
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Morningstar
Foods issues
voluntary
product recall
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Morningstar Foods in Murray
has issued a voluntary recall of
some company-produced Great
Value and Kroger brand dairy
products.
The recall includes whipping
crea.m and chocolate ice cream
mix products packaged in grocery store brands. according to
an Associated Press report this
morning. The reoail was inivated because the products might
contain soy protein that is undeclared on the packaging. Those
who have an allergy to soy protein could have an allergic reaction.
Murray company officials
could not be contacted for comment this morning.
According to the AP report,

111, haerselafrad Press
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By STEPTIDI OHLEMACIIEN
Associated Press VVriter
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The
typical family would be spared
higher taxes from the House
Democratic plan to overhaul
health care, and their lowincome neighbors could come
out ahead.
Their wealthy counterparts,
however, face big tax increases
that could eventually hit future
generations of taxpayers who
are less wealthy.
The bill is funded largely from
a 5.4 percent tax on individuals
making more than $600,000 a:
year and couples making more;
than $1 million. starting in:
2011. The tax increase would'
hit only 0.3 percent of tax tilers,
raising $460.5 billion over the.
next 10 years, according to comgressional estimates.
But unlike other income VAX
rates. the new tax would not be.
indexed for inflation. Asc
incomes nse over tune becausC
of inflation, more families
and more sinall business owners
— would be hit by the tax.
"Twenty years from now,
we•re going to see more and
more small businesses ensnared

Some items might
contain undeclared
soy protein

See Page 2

Ihilv Fount
Monday.. Sunny. Highs in the
mid 80s. South winds 5 mph in
the morning shifting to the west
around 5 mph in the afternoon
Monday night.. Party cloudy
in the evening then becoming
mostly cloudy. Lows in the lower
40s. North winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday. .Sunny. Highs in
the upper 50s. North winds 5 to
10 mph
Tuesday nigM .C!ear Lows
in the mid 30s. Northeast winds
5 mph in the evening shifting to
the southsast around 5 mph
atter midnight.
Wednesday.. Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 50s.
Southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night.. Ciear.
Lows around 40.
Highs
Thursday ..Sunny.
around 60.
Thursday
night ..Clear
Lows in the upper 30s.
Friday Mostly clear Highs in
the iower 60s
Friday night...Mostly clear
Lows in ihe lower 40s.
Saturday...Mostly
clear.
Highs in the lower 60s.
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•Morningstar ...
From Front
(Ompany officials said no reaL
tions have been reported, but the
problem was discovered when
consumera reported off-taste in
some products.
According to information
released by the Food and Drug
Administration, the recalled
items include 32-ounce Great
Value Half & Half, UPC 6
05388 187 16 1, item cocle
1871600, plant code 21-031:
32-ounce Great Value 36 percent Heavy Whipping Cream,
UPC 6 05388 187 18 5, item
code 1871800, plant code 21031: 32-ounce Kroger brand 36
percent
Heavy
Whipping
Cream. UPC 0 I 1110 438 28 7,
item code 4382900, plant code
21-031;
and
64-ounce
Wholesome Farms Chocolate
Ice Cream Mix, UPC 0 74865
57 983 4 (if purchased in a
multi-pack, the UPC code is t
00 74865 57983 I ), item code
5798300, plant code 21-031
because these products may
contain soy protein.
Individual cartons are printed
with a "use by" date of
December 16, 2009 for the
Great Value items: December 16
and 17, 2009 for the Kroger
item. and January 7, 2010 for
the Wholesome Farms item.
Consumers can find the expiration date and the plant code on
the top of the gable top package.
The UPC code will either be
located on the back or the side
panel of the gable top carton.
No other Great Value, Kroger or
Wholesome Farnis products are
involved in this recall.
People who have a known

allergy to soy protein may have
a reaction to these
proclucts.
Conunon symptoms of an allergic reaction include hives,
swelling, shortness of breath.
wheezing, somiting and stomach or intestinal upset. If a consumer experiences any of the
above symptoms. they should
see their healthcare professional
inunediately. lf left untreated,
severe allergic reaction can be
fatal. No reactions have been
reported. The problem was discovered
when
consumers
reported off-taste in some of
these products.
The affected product was distributed to retail outlets in
Kentucky. Tennessee, and 29
other states. Morningstar Foods,
a Dean Foods company, is
reportedly waking with distributors to recover any affected
product remaining on store
shelves.
Each product is sold in a cardboard
gable-top
carton.
Consumers can find the expiration date and the plant code on
the top of the gable top package.
The UPC code will either be
located on the back or the side
panel of the gable top carton.
No other Great Value. Kroger or
Wholesome Farfll products are
involved in tliis recall.
Consumers with questions can
contact the Company at 800854-3243 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Central Time.
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•Playhouse ...
From Front
became a hit TV show in the
1950s. Cope said it would be a
great opportunity for community. actors because it will have
roles for adults, teenagers and
younger children.
The poplar musical. -Smoke
on the Mountain," by Constance
Ray. will be from June 11-27.
The play is currently closing a
run at the Badgett Theater in
Grand Rivers and it and its two
sequels are always "wildly popular" with community theater
audiences. Cope said. The story
concerns the Sanders family
gening together for the first time
in a long while to sing. Besides
the gospel music, it is also
enjoyable because it is quite
funny. Cope said.
"The music is part of the
appeal," she said. "It's mostly
old hymns and they have kind of
a bluegrass feel."
The summer kids' show that
will be created at next year's
theater camp is "Willy Wonka
and the Chocolate Factory," a
show based on the popular 1971
musical film adaptation of
Roald Dahl's novel, "Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory."
Cope said one of the season's
two "major coups" is 'Ilse 25th

Annual
Putnam
County
Spelling Bee," a musical comedy that was a 2005 Broadway
hit and won two Tony Awards.
She said the nghts to produce
the show only recently became
available to community theaters, so Playhouse was lucky to
get it.
This also goes for "White
Christmas." the stage adaptation
of the classic 1954 movie musical starring Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye and Rosemary Clooney.
Cope said the nghts to produce
the show also only recently
became available to non-professional companies. This means
that audiences will get to celebrate next Christmas by seeing a
show that they probably haven't
seen on stage before, she said. It
will ptay Dec. 3-19, 2010.
The second-to-last show of
next season will be "To Kill A
Mockingbird," based on the
classic Harper Lee novel. Cope
said that when the conunittee
members were making their
choices, they didn't realize that
it would be the center of the
2009 regional "Big Read" campaign. It will play Oct. 29-Nov.
7, 2010 and has plenty of great
parts.
"Everybody wants to play
Athens." Cope said.

II Health care ...
From Front

into paying higher taxes," said
Rep. Dave Camp of Michigan,
the top Republican on the taxwriting House Ways and Means
Conunittee.
The tax would hit only 1.2
percent of taxpayers who claim
business incomc on their
retums, according to the estimates by the nonpartisan Joint
Committee on Taxation. But
Better Together. Inc., will host Inc., a group of friends
who that percentage would gsow as
a CD release party to celebrate formed the not-for-profit
organbusiness owners' nominal
the release of "Backporch State ization as a way to support
caus- incomes nse with inflation.
of Mind" on Saturday, Nov. 7, at es that are important to
them. In
In 2011, a family of four with
7 p.m. at Wells Studio in the wake of losing
a beloved
an income of $800.000 a year
Mayfield. The evening's festivi- friend and watching
would get a $24,000 tax
another
ties will include a proclamation battle with an incurabl
e disea.se, increase. when the new tax is
signing by Mayfield Mayor the group decided to
make a dif- combined with
increase in
Arthur Bym and an art display ference by combini
ng their
the top two tax brackets proby students from both Mayfield diverse backgrounds
and talents
posed by President Barack
and Graves County High around their common love
of Obama and other scheduled tax
Schools. The art display will music.
changes, according to an analycoincide with the announcement
The group produced the CD
sis by Deloitte Tax. That's a
of the David Celaya Art "Backporch State of Mind"
12.5 percent increase in federal
both
Scholarship, which will be as a way to raise funds for
income taxes.
charawarded to a student from each itable causes (such as the
A family of four making $5
David
school this spring. The event Celaya Art Scholarship and
million a year would see a
the
will also feature live musical Polycystic Kidney Disease
S434,500 tax increase, about a
performances by many of the Foundation) and to share
32 percent increase, according
their
musicians and songwriters from passion for music
and friend- to the analysis.
Westem Kentucky who donated ship with the communi
"These are very big numbers
ty.
their time and talents to the
The public is invited to attend. and very high effective tax
charitable CD project.
Admission is free.
rates," said Clint Stretch, a tax
The CD is the culmination of
The event will be held at
policy expert at Deloitte Tax.
more than a year's work by Wells Studio.
120 East South
The new health care tax would
members of Better Together, Street, Mayfield
come on top of other tax
.

CD release party, art display to benefit
Celaya Scholarship, and other causes

Let's celebrate your special occasions!

increases for the wealthy proposed by Obama. The top marginal income tax rate now is 35
percent, on income above
$372,950. Obama wants to
boost thc top rate to 39.6 percent in 2011 by allowing some
of the tax cuts enacted under
former President George W.
Bush to expire.
House Democrats said they
are pmud that they found a way
to finance the health care package largely from a tax on the
wealthy. There is. however, little appetite for a rnillionaire's
tax in the Senate, and some tax
experts think it is a mistake to
tap only rich people to pay for
services used by all.
''If health care is a benefit that
is worth having, then it's worth
paying for," said William Gale,
who was an adviser to President
George H. W. Bush's Council of
Economic Advisers and is now
co-director of the Tax Policy
Center. "This gives the impression that it's only worth having
if someone else pays for it."
Obama promised during the
presidential campaign that he
would not increase taxes on
couples making less than
$250,000. However, the health
care bill would impose new
taxes on people who don't buy
qualified health insurance,
including those making less
than $250,000 a year.
Under the bill, individuals are
required to obtain health insurance coverage or pay penalties,
which are described as taxes in
the legislation.
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TOM BERRY(LeOger & Times
TRICK-OR-TREAT: Members of the Harrison family of
Canterbury Drive, pass out Halloween goodies to dozens of
youngsters that got an early start on trick-or-treating Saturday
night. The area was inundated with a headless man, a few
witches, a ballerina or two and lots of other strange creatures
and spooks during the annual observance.

Retail faces ...
From Front
stores' distnbution centers.
However, ht said CIT's woes
could throw a wrench in ordering for the important 2010
spnng season. NRF officials say
that as stores prepare for a
rebound in consumer spending
next year, access to credit is
very important.
Harold Reichwald. co-chair of
law firm Manatt, Phelps &
Phillips' banking group, said
that CIT's case will likely force
the company's customers to
look elsewhere for financing.
"If I was a small businessman,
1 would say to myself. 'I have to
find alternatives,— Reichwald
said. "In this marketplace, there
isn't a lot of alternatives."
CIT's Chapter II filing is one
of the biggest in U.S. corporate
history. following Lehman
Brot,hers, Washington Mutual,
WorldCom and General Motors.
The bankruptcy filing shows
$71 billion in finance and leasing assets against total debt of
$64.9 billion. The move wipes
out current holders of its common and preferred stock, meaning the U.S. government will
likely lose the $2.3 billion in
taxpayer funds it sunk into CIT
last year to prop up the company.
The govemment could have
lost billions more, however, had
it not declined to hand over
more aid to the company earlier

this year. Treasury Department
spokesman Andrew Williams
said Sunday that the govemment will be closely monitoring
the bankruptcy proceedings, but
acknowledged that "recovery to
preferred and common equityholders will be minimal."
C1T had been trying to fend
off disaster for several months
and narrowly avoided collapse
in July. It had struggled to find
funding as sources it previously
relied on, such as short-term
debt. evaporated during the
credit crisis. The company
pulled back sharply on lending
to businesses as it tried to preserve cash. According to its
most recent quarterly earnings
report. the company onginated
just $4.4 billion worth of new
business during the first six
months of 2009, compared with
$11.3 billion in the first half of
2008.
The company received $4.5
billion in credit from its own
lenders and bondholders last
week, reportedly made a deal
with Goldman Sachs to lower
debt payments and negotiated a
$1 billion line of credit from billionaire investor and bondholder Carl Icahn. But the company
failed to persuade bondholders
to support a debt-exchange
offer, a step that would have
trimmed at least $5.7 billion
from its debt hurden and given
C1T more time to pay off what it
owes.

Hear Today...Save Today!
JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI

/

Open Fit Behind the Ear

Group parties welcome!
Hibachi Lunch & Dinner, and Sushi
Prepared and served
before your very own eyes!

'1595

Reg. $2,500 Sale Price

._. i

Custom Digital In the Ear

'695

Reg. $1,095 Sale Price

Free Hearing 'Fest widi This Coupon - Offer Expires 11/30/
09
All hearhig aids sold on a 30 Day Trial Purchase

Largest variety &
best quality in Murray:

Open seyen days a week.
LUOCh:
Everyday 11am

270-761-SGUN(7486)
706 N. 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
(3C Penny Mail)

- 2pm

Dinner:
Mon - Thu 4:00pm - 9.30pm
Fri - Sat 4:00pm - 10:30pm
Sun 4:00pm - 9:00pm

Mum

Professionals Available For You!
Call Today — 270-753-8055 or Call Toll Fres 1-800
-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.

HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street - Murray,KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You.Can Trust"
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Obituaries
Dennis Abell
.Abell, 65, Murray, died Friday, Oct. 30. 2009. at 2 p.m.
at his home.
A retired news reporter, he
was a member of Glendale Road
Church of Chnst. Born Jan. 19, 1944,
in Sullivan, Ind.. he was the
son of the late Frank arid Maxine
Harris Abell. One brother. Mark
Abell. also preceded hun in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mindy Neihoff and
husband.
Greg, and two sons. Keith arid Darrell Abell, all Benton;
of
one sister. Rhonda English, Danville. Ind.;
one brother, Vince Abell,
Plainfield. Ind.; five graridchildren; two great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be held at a later date J.H. C'hurchil
l
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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GOP math suspect in stimulus debate

WASHINGTON (APi Beware the math.
Soine Republican lawmakers
critical of President Barack
Obama's stimulus package are
using grade-school arithmetic to
size up costs and consequences
of all that spending. The math is
satisfyingly simple hut highly
misleading.
It goes like this: Divide the
stimulus money spent so far by
the estimated number of jobs
Mrs. Esther Erwin Morton
saved or created.
rhe funeral tor Mrs. Esther Eram Morton was today (Monday)
That produces a rather fnghtat 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev
Glenn ening figure on how much
Hill officiated. Oneida White provided the music. Pallbeare
rs were money taxpayers are spending
Kent Wisehart, Danny Erwin, Keith Erwin. Ted Cooper, Danny for each job.
Monon, Bill Rex Paschall and Eddie Ward. Bunal was in the South
On Friday, the White House
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
released estimates that $160 bilExpressions of sympathy may be made to South Pleasant Grove lion in stimulus spending
creatUnited Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland Rd., Hazel, KY 42049.
ed or preserved 650,0(X) direct
Mrs. Morton, 96. Murray, died Friday, Oct. 30, 2009 at 6:24 p.m. jobs.
at Spnng Creek Health Care. A homemaker. she was a member of
By the critics' calculations.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
that's over $246,000 job Preceding her in death were her husband, Euel B. Morton; one and a terrible deal for
taxpayers.
daughter. Judith Jackson; two sisters, Ilee Wisehart and Opal Why spend nearly
$250,000 to
Turbyfill; one brother, Buren Erwin. Born Sept. 14, 1913, in employ a highway
worker or a
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Duncan Kelly teacher making a small
fraction
Erwin and Otte Outland Erwin.
of that?
Survivors include her son-in-law, Charles Jackson, Murray; one
The reality is more complex.
brother, Theron Erwin, Brewers; two grandchildren. Mark Jackson
and wife, Lisa. Buchanan. Tenn.. and Lee Jackson and wife. Kristi,
Hazel; three great-grandchildren, Kelli, Logan and Cody Jackson.

Eiru. the naysayers' calculations ignore the value of the
work produced.
Any• cost-per-job figure pays
not just kir the worker, but for
matenal. supplies tuid that worker's output -- a portion of a road
paved. patients treated in a
health clinic, goods shipped
from a factory floor. railroad
tracks laid.
Second. critics are counting
the total cost of contracts that
will fuel work for months or
years and dividing that by the
number of jobs produced only to
date.
A construction project, for
one. may only require a few
engineer-% to get going, with the
work force to swell as ground is
broken and building accelerates.
Hundreds of such projects
have been on the books, in
which the full value of the contracts is already counted in the
spending totals. but few or no
jobs have been reported yet
because the work is only getting
started.
To flip the equation political-

ly, it's AS if the 10-year cost of
George W. Bush's big tax cuts
were compared with the benefits
to the economy that only
accrued during the first year.
Third. the package approved
by Congress is aimed at more
than direct job creation,
although employment was certainly central to its promotion
and purpose.
Its features include money.
for research. training, plant
equipment. extended unemployment benefits, credit assistance
for businesses and more spending nieant to pay off over
time but impossible to judge in d
short-term job formula.
Nor do the estimates made
Fnday include indirect employment already' created by the
package - difficult if not
impossible to measure.
Republican lawmakers have
been performing their exercise
in division for months.
"All told. the plan would
spend a whopping $275,(X)0 in
taxpayer dollars for every new
job it aims to create. saddling

each and every household with
$6.700 in additional debt paid
for by our children and grandchildren," Ohio Rep. John
Boehner, the House Republican
leader. said back in January.
That line of argument continued Friday. Don Stewart,
spokesman for the Senate
Republican
leader,
Mitch
McConnell
of
Kcntucky,
encouraged reporters to "get out
your calculators" arid divide the
spending by the jobs.
Using a somewhat lower cost
figure than the White House
reported, he came up witk
$230.769 per job.
The debate over whether the
stimulus was worth it will drag
on. to be judged over time by the
strength of the recovery just
beginning, by whether the
unemp!oyment rate finally
comes down and by the conse-'
quences for the national debt
from the spending and tax-cut
surge. Dividing apples by
oranges won't settle it.

White House: Afghan troop decision soon

Manie Bray
WASHINGTON (AP)-Top level of corruption. These
are to help his government move ahead that bnngs this electoral
A privatc latnil service for Marlin Manic Bray will be held at a Obama administration officials
issues we•Il take up with forward.
process to a conclusion in line
later date. Imes-Miller Funeral HOITIC is in charge of arrangements. pledged Sunday to work with
President Karzai."
"Karzai was going to win with the Afghan constitution."
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
Afghan President Hamid Karzai,
Axelrod said Obama would anyway. So what now?"
Rep.
For months, the Obama
Mr. Bray, 70, Murray, died Wednesday, Oct. 28, 2009, at 11:40 despite continuing doubts about announe
e a war strategy "within Duncan Hunter. R-Calif., said
administration has been grap- am at his home.
his credibility that could have weeks." A senior U.S.
official
Sunday in an AP interview from piing with whether to continue
Born March 15. 1939, in Sharon, Kan., he was the son of the late been eased had he won a runoff toki
'
The Associated Press that Dubai as he headed back to the
targeting the Taliban with more
Larry Bray and Thelma Freeman.
election against his top chal- Obama has still not
yet
decided
United
States
after
three
days in U.S. forces in an increasingly •
Survivors include his wife, Iris Sigal Bray. Murray; two daugh- lenger. who dropped out citing what
to do, and it remains Afghanistan.
deadly war in Afghanistar., or to
ters, Cherlyn Hamer and husband, Greg, Absecon, N.J., and Lisa concems of fraud.
unclear whether he will decide
Had a runoff cx:curred, "that focus on eliminating al-Qaida
Wintermantel and husband, John, Olean, N.Y.; one son, Larry Bray,
•
The decision Sunday by for- before he goes to Asia on
Nov. would make me think that he's and other terrorist
Gulfport, Miss.; six grandchildren.
s with:
mer Afghan Foreign Minister I I.
more credible," said Hunter, a unmanned spy planes
lit.
Abdullah Abdullah to quit the
The official said a Karzai vic- Marine veteran who served
in Pakistan.
Ms. Donna F. Garland
runoff, less than a week before it tory would have given the
sit- Iraq and Afghanistan. "But we
About 68,000 Amencan
The funeral for Ms. Donna F. Garland was Sunday at 2 p.m. in was set to happen, creates yet ting Afghan presiden
t more can't force Abdullah to run. troops already
have been
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. John Denham offi- another headache for the White legitimacy in the
wake of wide- Let's get past that and say. ordered
to report to Afghanistan
ciated. Pallbearers were Danny Williams, William House as it struggles to draw up spread charges of fraud during
'Karzai, step up.'"
by the end of the year. The top
McCubbin, Michael Thompson, Chris Garland, a new battle plan for the eight- the initial election in August. in
It was still not clear Sunday U.S. and NATO commander
in
year
James Duckett and Garme Scott. Burial was in the
Afghanistan war-includ- which he collected 48 percent of whether
a runoff election would Afghanistan„krrny Gen. Stanley
Murray City Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy ing whether to send tens of thou- the vote. The official spoke on
be held anyway, but an McChrystal, wants the Pentagon
'
may go to Donna F. Garland final expenses in c/o sands more U.S. troops to fight. condition of anonymity to speak
announcement canceling it was to send him an additional 40,000
"We are going to deal with more frankly about Obama's
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. 201 South 3rd St.,
expected a.s early as Monday.
troops to prevent the Taliban
the government that is there," decision-making process.
Murray, KY 42071.
In a statement. Secretary of frotn letting al-Qaida once again
Ms. Garland, 56, Post Oak Dnve, Murray, died senior Obama adviser David
Still, Karzai's re-election was State Hillary Rodham Clinton
use Afghanistan as a haven-as
Axelrod said. "And obviously all but universally expected
Thursday, Oct. 29, 2009, at 8:15 a.m. in Murray.
praised Abdullah and said, "It is it was in the days leading
up to
She was a member of North Pleasant Grove there are issues we need to dis- among U.S. officials who have now
a matter for the Afghan the Sept. II, 2001, terror
Cumberland Presbytenan Church and was born cuss, such as reducing the high been planning for weeks on how authonti
Garland
es to decide on a way attacks.
July 30. 1953, in Calloway County. Preceding her
in death were her father, Harrold Wade Garland, and her late
husband, Jimmy Alpha Cobb.
Survivors include her mother, Dons Garland, Murray; two
daughters. Tonya Lynn Williams and husband, Danny, Farmingt
WASHINGTON (AP) - uncomplicated as they have in
on.
will hear safety data from stud- swine flu itself, not vaccine.
and Cynthia Garland McCubbin and husband. William, Independent health advisers the past," Dr.
Mane McCormick ies of the swine flu vaccine in
Other monitonng includes
Campbellsville; one brother. Michael H. Garland. Murray;
four begin monitoring safety of the of the Harvard School of Public more than 10,000 people, some linking
large insurance datahasgrimdchildren. Hayden McCubbin and Ashton, Aleesa and Hunter swine flu vaccine today, an extra Health, who
chairs the working conducted by. the government es to
state vaccine registries to
Williams; special friend, James Duckett, Murray; ex-husbands, step the govemment promised in group, told
the AP.
and
others
by manufacturers.
track who visits a doctor and
Tony Hughes arid Delius (.1.1.) Scott, both of Murray.
this year's unprecedented proVaccinations against the new
"To date, no serious adverse why after the shot, a
program
gram to watch for possible side flu. which scientists call
the events have suggested any safe- covering about 20
million peoeffects.
2009 HINI strain, have begun ty. signals with HINI vaccines
." ple.
Decades of safe influenza more slowly than the Obama
says a summary of the data Plus, there's specially targetinoculations mean specialists administration had hoped, with
although it cautions that the ed tracking of pregnant
women,
aren't expecting problems with long lines for the nearly 27
mil- studies aren't large enough to and work to tell
if the risk of
the swine flu vaccine, because lion doses divided around
the
rule
out
any
very
rare risk.
WASHINGTON (AP) - "Scooter" Libby', Cheney's chief it's made the
Guillain-Barre - which regu-.
same way as the country so far.
That's where the additional larly strikes about I in
Federal prosecutor Patrick of staff.
every
regular winter flu vaccine.
More
is
on
the
way, even as monitoring comes in.
Fitzgerald famously declared in
100,000 people - really is
Among the most basic quesBut systems to track the swine flu cases and hospitalizaInitial reports to a beefed-up increased slightly by flu vaccine
the Valerie Plame affair that tions for Cheney in the Plame health
of millions of Americans tions continue to rise.
government database - where or not.
''there is a cloud over the vice probe: How did Libby find out
are being tapped to make sureHow many ultimately line up anyone can report any symptom.
president." Last week's release that the wife of Bush administraIf serious problems were to
to spot any rare but real prob- depends in part on public
confi- and serious ones get intense crop up, federal law makes
of an FBI interview summary of tion war cntic Joseph Wilson
vaclems quickly, and to explain the dence in the vaccine's safety.
investigation-showed nothing cine manufacturers and health
Dick Cheney's answers in the worked at the CIA?
inevitable false alarms when
While vaccine side effects unusual after the first 10 million officials
criminal investigation underLibby's own handwritten common disorders coincide
immune from lawsuits..
with always are monitored, the HINI vaccinations, Gellin said.
scores why Fitzgerald felt that notes suggest Libby found out
But it allows for a compensainoculation.
inoculat
ions
are getting extra
way.
Most reports were of sore tion fund for proven serious SICIEI
from Cheney. When Libby disU.S. health officials have scrutiny in part because the
last arms and fever. plus some flu effects. just as happens
On 72 occasions, according covered Cheney's reference to
toda,S(
spotted no concerns to date, Dr. mass vaccinations against
a very symptoms that suggested people with routine child
to the 28-page FBI summary. Plame and the CIA in his notes
vaccinationt
Bruce Gellin. head of the different swine flu. in 1976,
Cheney equivocated to the FBI - notes that Libby knew he
already were infected when they Health and Human Services
National Vaccine Program were man-ed by reports of
during his lengthy May 2004 would soon have to tum over to
a rare got the shot, too late for it to officials are developi
ng such 'a
Office,
told
The
Associat
ed paralyzing condition. Guillain- help.
interview. saying he could not the FBI - the chief of staff
program for swine flu vaccini,
Bane syndrome.
be certain in his answers to went to the vice president. prob- Press.
Gellin said one report of a just in case it's needei,
A specially appointed workA report in The Lancet death turned out to be caused
questions about matters large ably in late September or early
by spokesman Bill Hall said.
ing
group
of
independ
ent
British
medical journal on
and small in the Flame contro- October 2003.
experts
will
track
the
vaccine's
Friday said the intense monitorversy.
Sharing the information with
ing will be crucial for an addiThe
Cheney
interview Cheney was in itself an unusual safety, too.
Although the group will tional reason: separating normal
reflects a team of prosecutors step at the outset of a cnminal
REPORT.
and FBI agents trying to find out investigation in which potential deliberate in pnvate meetings. disease rates from real vaccine
whether the leaks of Plame's White House witnesses were starting Monday, its charge is to risks.
CIA identity' were orchestrated being ordered by their superiors raise a red flag if members feel
For example, 2,500 miscarInvestmentSince 1854
at the highest level of the White not to talk to each other about the feds miss anything.
riages occur every day in the
"Given the rapidity with U.S., and about 3,(XX) heart
House and carried out by. the Plame matter.
which this particular vaccine attacks - and some are sure
Dow ineirc Ind. Asg.
+ 3.8
among
I M
others, I.
Lewis
120.76 +i13
to
was rolled out. there seems to be coincide with vaccination yet
Air Products .
.77.64 + 0.51
Intel .
19.16 • 0.115
an extra-special obligation to not be caused by it.
Kroger
73.15 + 0.02
make sure things remain as
Monday., McCormick's group
AT&T,Inc
.25.82•0.15
Mattel. + 0.33
BUT
-24.94 + 1.03
+ 0.22
Bank of America .....
14.86 + 0.28
Merck ......
+LIS
Rngts & Stratton ......
+ 0.13
gicrartott....
27.541-11.2
2.
KABUL
Bristol
Myers
Squibb
(AP/
-.21.93 + 0.13
- ment. Bntain and the United
J.t . Penney
Afghanistan's election commis- Nations also issued statements
+ 0.26
(aterpillar
45.64 + 0.54
Pepsica.
proclaimed President of congratulations.
sion
+ 0.23
l'hrs rim lexaco
« 0.29
Hamid Karzai the victor of the
Pfizer. Inc
The
cancellation
of
16.95 - 0.06
Daimler Chrysler -.4838 + 0.16
country's tumultuous ballot Saturday's vote came one day
Regions Financial
Dean Foods
+ 0.06
.17.46 • 0.77
Monday, canceling a planned after former Foreign Minister
Schering-Plough
Exxon-Mobil
211.23 + 0.06
runoff and ending a political cri- Abdullah Abdullah announced
72.31 + 0.64
Sears Holding Carp
Ford Motor
sis two and a half months after a he was pulling out of the Nov. 7
+ 0.99
7.80 + 0.79
fraud-marred first round.
Time
vote. Abdullah said the ballot
General Electric .....
%%artier
43 + 0.16
+ 0.03
Online-any
time,anywhere
The Obama administration would not have been fair and
GlaxoSmithIsline ADR 40.55 • 0.66
S Ram orp
24.08 + 0.86
- which has been waiting for a accused the Karzai-appointed
Degree completion or full
Goodrich
NellPoint Inc
54.66 + 033
+ 0.29
government deemed legitimate Independent
Election
degree programs available
Goodyear
Nal-Mart
+0.31
to emerge in Kabul before Commission of bias.
+ 0.12
HopFed Rank' ....._.....9.95 B 10.15 A
Classes begin January 11
announcing whether to deploy
The annulment is a huge
tens of thousands more troops relief to organizers who were
- quickly commended the rul- scrambling to hold thc election
ing.
before
the
onset
of
"We congratulate President Afghanistan's harsh winter, as
Fonancial Consultants (1.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Karzai on his victory in this his- well as to authorities who feared
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
tone election and look forward a wave of bloody violence on
270 753.3366 I 800 444 1854
to working with him" to support polling day after a Taliban
1 800 952 4122
d,
reform and improve security. the spokesman threatened attacks
M*Iway College ,s
www.midway.edu
11.S. Embassy said in a state- against anyone who took part_
equof OppOrtuntfy 111.011,if,o,
MidwayConedeOnline dmidway.edu
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Swine flu vaccine safety monitoring begins today

Cheney 'can't recall' 72
times during FBI interview
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Karzai declared winner
of Afghanistan election
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'Recovery sending
mixed messages
WASHINGTON IAP) — chairwoman
Tugged in different poliucal of the White
directions. the White House is House
seeking credit for good eco- Council ot
nomic news and trying to escape Economi,
blame for the bad stuff.
Advisers.
President Barack Obama
But also
greeted as "obviously welcome helping to
news" a government report dig the econishowing the economy' grew 3.5 omy out wit,
.
'percent from July through Sep- the stabili,
!ember after four quarters of ing of bank declines That's unofficial con- and
other
/in-nation that the long, harsh financial
kecession has ended.
institutions, By Tom Raum
Assoaated
; But he had to serve it up a
process
Press Writer
;with a dose of political reali- that began
y. Even though the downturn under
the
That began in December 2(X)7 Bush administration and the
Thay be technically over. a high Federal Reserve, which kept
)evel of joblessness will per- interest rates low and pumped
for months, perhaps years. billions of dollars into the sys;to come.
tem.
It's important for a presiHigh unemployment almost
dent to voice optimism after always persists after a reces;good economic numbers. It can sion. It IS viewed as a lagging
'help restore consumer confi- indicator since many employdence — crucial for any recov- ers will tend to give more
!ery, since consumer spending work to current employees,
makes up two-thirds of the over- including overtime, before hir.all economy.
ing new workers in still-uncerYet he couldn't be too upbeat, tain times.
Inowing that Itxmning is anothThere are other reasons the
er government report — onc due administration was muted in
'peat week — that could show its response to the GDP fig(unemployment topping 10 per- ure of 3.5 percent growth: Such
ent in October after reaching a level may not be sustainla 26-year high of 9.8 percent able.
(in September.
That's because growth of
; "We got a long way to go GDP — the value of all goods
;to fully restore our economy," and services produced within
Obama said.
the country's borders — was
The administration's own elevated by the Cash for Clunk:economists expect the unem- ers program that lifted car
sales
ployment rate to hover around and by the tax credit for first:10 percent through most of time homebuyers that helped
;next year, a midterm election home-building.
year.
The clunker program has
And even in good econom- ended. The homebuyers credit
.,ic times, the president's party expires at the end of the
year.
tnearly always loses seats in There are efforts in Congres
s
..Congress in midterms.
to extend it, but the outcome
Jobs are sure to be a big is uncertain.
.issue in those contests.
Also, while some compa-Presidents are like every- nies ramped up operations in
:bod
.
y else," said American Uni- th: third quarter to replace
,versity political scientist James inventories they- allowed to run
!Thurber. "They want to go to down during the recession, that
!heaven without dying, they take trend is expected to slacken in
icredit for the good news and the coming quarters.
itry to run away from the bad
David Wyss, chief econoInews and blame it on the pre- mist for Standard & Poor's,
-vious administration."
sees about a one-in-five chance
"But we're getting so heav- that the economy will slip back
ily into this administration that into a so-called double-dip
they can't do that anymore." recession. "But something has
:Thurber said.
to happen to cause it," he said.
Obama can hardly be blamed "Left to its own, I think the
for saying that "steps we've economy is now in growth
taken have made a difference" mode."
toward bringing about a fledgWhite House economist
ling recovery.
Rorner said that if °barna isn't
His administration's S787 getting credit for the turnabout,
billion stimulus spending pack- it's because "the Amencan peoage, including the Cash for ple are still suffering greatly.
Clunkers program and tax The economy has been through
breaks for first-time homebuy- just a horrendous year."
ers, clearly contributed.
"I think people are going
Without the stimulus pack- to wait and see the economy
lage, the nation's economic out- start to recover, and I anticiput as measured by the gross pate they•Il start to get a lot
!domestic product "would have happier and perhaps give the
.risen little, if at all, this past president more credit for it,"
!quarter," said Christina Romer, she said.
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To the Editor:

OUR READERS

Barack Obama was talking
to Mr. Putin a few weeks ago
in Russia. I wrote Mr. Obama
that saw him on NBC news
talking to Mr. Putin.
1 re-read my article in East- instrumental in introducing Bib- part due to the hard work and
lical studies in public schools. action demonstrated by those
ern European Missions (EEM
about him wanting Bibles in The teachers were worried about who care about their commuthe schools for children. He the future of next generation nity. state and nation.
Even though this is not an
said, "It is religious faith that in Russia.
They said, "Unless we have election year, Calloway Couninstill human values in peoa new moral basis in Russia, ty Farm Bureau urges all local
ple's minds now."
He also said, "I've become we have no hope." Now they citizens to stay informed and
increasingly convinced that now are asking for Bibles of their make contact with our elected
that we have no work collec- own so they can study and officials.
It is important for us to
tive, or party organizations, such share the Word with others.
Patti Hill Farthing
have a voice ir. their decisions
as those in the Communist
Murray, Ky.
and they are always eager to
Party of the Soviet Union, or
hear from constituents.
educators at places of work,
To
the Editor:
The United States is one of
nothing but religion can make
Kentucky Farm Bureau is a the few places in the world
human values known to peograssroots organization thai- where citizens can freely
ple."
elect
I went to Paducah to listen prides itself on the vast net- their govemment leadership.
work
voluntee
of
r leaders that
What a pnvilege we have
to Dr. Vladimir Skovorodnikov
speak about EEM. He was make up our membership. This been given by the framers of
leadership is so effective in our Constitution. We should
The Messenger,

WRITE

Madisonville
A pair of proposed constitutional amendments being filed
by Republicans in Frankfort
would put the issue of expanded garnbling to a vote of the
geople, where it rightly should
be decided.
Senate
President
David
Williams is offering an amendment that would specifically ban
expansion of gambling without a change in the constitution, which is always subject
to voter approval.
Sen. Damon Thayer of
Georgetown wants a statesvide
referendum on allowing videolottery terminals at Kentucky
racetracks.
Democratic leadership and
the horse industry (which sees
the video slots as its salva-

not take this privilege lightly.
or for granted.
As a Kentuckian, it is yotu
responsibility to find out the
ideas of each elected official.
And, as Calloway countians,
it is our responsibility to let
our officials know what issues
are important to our conununity.
Your involvement will make
a difference in the process.
Voting and staying involved is
a privilege, a right, and an
obligation. Selecting who represents us in local, state, or
federal government is something we all need to take seriously.
And staying involved in our
local, state. arid national legislative processes is a necessity.
Chris Thorn, president
Calloway County Ferm
Bureau Board of Directors

"Now Gov. Beshear has taken
the position against voter ratification
of any change in the
The following is —an
— editorial from another newsConstitutional restriction on
papers in Kentucky offering a divergent view concasino gambling. it seems sort
cerning an issue of importance in the state.
of silly for him to call himself a 'Democraf."
Lion) are adamant in their oppoLawmakers in special sesIf the proposed amendments
sition to both proposals, declar- sion this summer, called
to are to get to the people. a
ing the racing industry crisis address the expanded gambling two-thir
ds majority of both
needs immediate legislative proposal, failed to agree.
houses of the General Assem attention.
The Family Foundation, in bly would be necessary..
Kentucky track owners have a release, noted that two weeks
Proponents of expanded
complained that they are los- before the special session, execgambling argue that the time
ing the best horses. and the utive director Kent Ostrande
r to allow it is now, not later
money they bnng in from gam- promised a lawsuit if the Genafter the amendment process
blers, to states that allow track- eral Assembly moved fonvard
would play out in November
side slots.
with expanded gambling with- 2010.
One owner. Ron Geary at out a constitutional amendment.
A change to the state's conEllis Park racetrack in HenAlso responding to the issue stitution deserves a referend
um
derson, has said repeatedly that is the group "Say No to Casito let the people decide what
he will be forced to shut down nos."
the lawmakers can't seem to
if the slots proposal does not
In a release, Martin Cothran, resolve.
go through.
communications director. saki,

IN OTHER WORDS

With reservations, U.S. accepts Karzai leadership

KABUL (AP)
President
Hamid Karzai's leadership is
weak, his government corrupt
and nearly a third of the votes
he won in the August election
were thrown out as fakes.
But in the end. the Obama
administration is likely to stick
by the Afghan president. It has
few other good options.
Karzai is far from the strong
and capable partner that Washington had hoped would emerge
from the electoral process that
it and Western allies had pushed
for in Afghanistan. They hoped
the elections would stabilize
the country and bleed support
from the Taliban.
But the process effectively
ended in turmoil Sunday. even
as the war with the Taliban
intensifies. Karzai's challenger,
Abdullah Abdullah, bowed out
only six days before a scheduled runoff. charging that no
fait election was possible.
Now the United States, barring other developments. must
find a way to work with Karzai.
who was widely favored to
win the runoff anyway, and
encourage him to embrace sup-

AP

NEWS ANALYSIS
By ROBERT H. REID

porters of Abdullah and other
groups opposed to the Taliban.
Unless such groups are
brought into the government.
the Taliban are likely to grow
in strength. capitalizing on
widespread public discontent
with the ineffectual government.
"The government is more
of a headache for us than the
Taliban.' said Ahmed Shah
Lumar, a businessman in Kandahar in the south, who complains that development plans
in his area gather dust waiting for government approval.
Karzai enjoyed close ties
with President George W.
Bush's administration, which
maneuvered him into power
when the Taliban first collapsed
in 2001.
But he fell out of favor
when Barack Obama took the
White House.
officials
have since been openly critical of Karzai as a weak leader,
beholden to warlords whom he

cultivated as allies.
Nevertheless, the Obama
administration clearly concluded at some point that for all
his faults. Karzai was the best
it could get, given the ethnic
and political realities of this
impoverished country.
"We are going to deal with
the government that is there,"
White House presidential adviser David Axelrod. "And obviously there are issues we need
to discuss, such as reducing
the high level of corruption.
These are issues well take up
with President Karzai."
Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton said Saturday that
Abdullah•s decision to quit the
race would not undermine the
legitimacy of a new Karzai
administration.
The runoff was called after
U.N.-backed auditors confirmed
massive fraud on behalf of
Karzai in the first vote last
August. Abdullah accused

Karzai of using the resources
of the government, including the
election commission, to rig the
vote — although the auditors
never backed up that charge.
Clinton said that when Karzai
accepted the runoff, "that
bestowed legitimacy from that
moment forward.** She did not
mention that Karzai agreed to
the runoff only after strong
American pressure, including
marathon talks with Sen. John
Kerry.
Now the U.S. administration must deal for the next
five years with an Afghan leader
whom Obama once described
as suffering from a "bunker
mentality" and out of touch
with his own country.
"We are fed up with this
govemment," said Kabu! shopkeeper Shah Mohammad Husseini. -The situation is getting
worse and worse and worse. I
want a government that has
the power to implement laws
and doesn•t deal with warlords."
Nevertheless, the options
among Afghanistan's pool ot
potential leaders are limited.
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DAR state regent will
speak at meeting

11111111111111111111111111111111111MMINIMI
—

Sharon Mayne %Others, state regent of
Kentucky Society of the Daughters of the
american Resolution. will be the guest
speaker at the meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the DAR on
Saturday, Nos. 14, at noon at the American
Legion facility at 310 Bee Creek Dr., off
North 4th St., Murray.
A catered luncheon will begin at noon.
with the program to follow. Mary Sue
Hubbard, Verona Grogan and Martha Cook
will be hostesses. Members and prospective
By Jo Burkeen members ate invited
to attend. RSVP for
Community
luncheon reservations by Saturday, Nos. 7, to
Editor
e-mail marysuehubbard(.0 murray-ky.net.

TuNp Talk

Jo's
Datobook

Murray High School class of 2012 will have a rebate day
on
Wednesday at Sirloin Stockade. You must present a coupon to
participate in the rebate. Coupons are available in the main
office at
MHS at no cost. Rebate coupons will be accepted all
day and
evening.

Laker Band Boosters to meet

Calloway County High School Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. at the CCHS band room.

CCMS committee to meet
Calloway County Middle School Comphrensive School and
Improvement Committee will meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in room
213.
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MHS class plans rebate night

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Group planning for the
tour
of homes will be the prograrn. Hostesses will be Pat Miller and
Loretta Jobs.

provided

BEGINNINGS: Matt
Imes. right, co-owner and
operator of Heritage Family
Funeral Home and Imes-Miller
Funeral Home recently was
the key note speaker for New
Beginnings Support Group.
Pictured, top, are
Logan
Wilson with his parents, Ryker
and Jennifer Wilson, who provided the music. The next
meeting of NBSG will be at
‘Aisstside
Baptist Church
Saturday, Nov. 7 at 6:30 p.m.
with a potluck meal and
Angela Davis as speaker and
Brittany Harpole to present the
music. Childcare will be coordinated by Justin and Nicole
Burcham. These
meetings
are open to the public and for
information or a ride, call Linda
or Ron Wright at 753-0156.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
,Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy 464, east of Almo
David Holt. master. urges all Masons to attend.

New art guild starting in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. — Caro! Harlan, president of the Art Guild of
Paducah. announces this new organization for artists and artisans to
share their interests in art. The Guild is open to many types of art to
encourage interest and support from all people.
The guild meets every second Tuesday of each month from 6 to 8
p.m. at the Community Room behind the Lindsey Funeral Home.
The next meeting is Nov. 10. For more information contact Carol
Harlan at 270-554-4803 or Sue French at 270-210-4383.

Dorothy Group to meet
Dorothy Group of First Baptist Church WMU will meet Tuesday
at 10 a.m. at the horrie of Jeanette Weaver.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS 4Y616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For inforrnation call Sheila at 227-1723.

Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.
Serving as hostess will be Shirley Jenstrom, phone 759-9658.
The Ladies were scheduled to have their golf play with Melva
Hatcher and Shirley Wade as hostesses on Oct. 28, but it was canceled because of the inclement weather.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting Thesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Bank plans trip
Bank of Cadiz & Trust Company has two trips planned which are
to New York City June 14-18, 2010, and San Francisco Getaway
Sept. 13-17, 2010, A Slide Show presentation will be Tuesday at
4:30 p.m. at the Hopkinsville office. 2808 Ft. Campbell Blvd. For
.information call the Murray office at 759-4852.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7 p.m. For
more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

MWC board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight(Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.

Dexter-Almo meeting Monday

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District is scheduled to meet
Monday at 7 p.m. at the district office at 351 Almo Rd.. Almo.

DES Rescue Squad plans fundraiser

Murray-Calloway County DES Rescue Squad has started its
annual picture fundraiser. Ronnie Burkeen, chief, said "We will he
calling on the telephone and asking for your donations. In tum you
will get a free color 8x1I0 portrait. All donations should be mailed
to the Rescue Squad. P.O. Box 599, Murray, KY 4271." For more
information call Burkeen at 270-762-1714 or e-mail at
rburkeen m urra y -k y -net

162C-114-20

Health Insurance cont'd

Service Neva
Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class
Travis M. Bonn. son of Zida F.
Bonn of Mayfield, Ky., and fellow sailors of Patrol Squadron
10 "Red Lancers" (VP-10),
Naval Air Station Jacksonville,
Fla., recently completed the
fourth month of their six-month
deployment to the Navy's Africa
Command
and
Central
Command,operating from bases
in Quatar, Djibouti, and Japan.
Bonn is a 2001 graduate of
Mayfield High School of
Mayfield, Ky. While deployed,
the Lancers have conducted
operations in support of
Operations Iraqi Freedom and
Enduring Freedom to include
maritime security operations:
anti-submarine warfare: intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance; routine maritime
patrol and anti-piracy mission .
in the Arabian Gulf. Gulf of
Oman. the Arabian Sea and the
Gulf of Aden and maintained a
99.5 percent sortie completion
rate.
The Lancers introduced a contingent from Patrol Squadron
One "Screaming Eagles" IVP1) to Central Command theater
of operations during the
Screaming Eagles' two-day visit
from Widbey Island. Wash. The
Screaming Eagles will replace

4-totlo'

RARE EARTH
Garden Center

Biggest Sale of five Year!
Start your Christmas shopping early!

50% OFF Storewide
(excludes consignment items)

HOME AND GARDEN DECOR. GIFT ITEMS, SILK FLOWERS,
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS& MORE

SHOP NOW AND !AVE!
Monday through Fnday 10 a m -3 p m
2397 St. Rt. 94 Ealet • Murray

the Lancers at the conclusion of
the
units
deployment in
December.
n Djibouti, during a "Non
Sibi" day, meaning not for ourselves. the Lancers helped distnbute 10, 000 units of clothing
donated by Carter's Inc., Atlanta,
Ga. The influx of 270 boxes
temporarily shut down the camp
post office until the sailors
loaded the donations on a truck
and moved them into storage.
The donations were then distributed with the assistance of the
base staff. U.S. Embassy personnel and the Ministry of
Women and Family Affairs.

Hickory Woods
Retleern•nt

Center

HAPPENINGS
by Anntta Printer
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Each time I iun back in Murray for a
visit. one question I arn asked repeatedly is,
"What do you think of the healthcare system in the Netherlands',
" Since this is a
huge topic of conversation among all Americans, I am devoting my column for the next
couple of months to provide information
about how the healthcare system works in
Holland and my personal observations.

Martha
Finney Andrus,
In one article I was reading recently, a
Guest Writer
couple with an autistic child recently moved
from the U.S. to the Netherlands. The father
is Dutch, the mother, American. They felt they did not have
a choice when it came to being able to afford medical care
for their son's disability Here, their son's intensive therapies
are covered along with support at home and cash for babysitters. The home support includes up to 8 hrs. a week of
someone coming to their home and helping thcm out with
day-to-day things and they can go for an overnight trip as a
couple and someone will stay with their son which is also
covered by the government.
Another article was about a woman who was diagnosed
with breast cancer. She reports that she had the basic coverage package, her treatments have been fully covered and
from the time she saw her family doctor until she began treatment was 7-10 days.
My Personal Observations
Since living in the Netherlands for the past five years,
have learned to adjust and think a bit differently about healthcare. There are differnces in medical philosophy and practice. There is not a lot of preventatise medicine practiced
here. You can ask for this but it is not something that is.
expected or offered as it is in the U.S. They seem to most-.
ly treat the "sytnptom".
For instance, for women, pap smears are only required.
every 5 years. Yearly mammograms do not begin until 40 and
are usually done in a mobile unit that travels throughout the,
country. There are no yearly cholesterol checks and physi-.
cats required or even thought about unless you make a request.
.As an American, you learn very quickly to become more
proactive about your healthcare.
Huisarts (family doctors) are mostly much more "laid back"
and informal and there is a lot of screening of phone calls
to their offices for an appointment. Antibiotics are riot prescribed readily nor are pain killers. The Dutch health providers
generally think that the body needs time to heal itself and
only after an extended ume do they prescribe an antibiotic
for infections.
think that my huisart is an exception to this
general rule because she has prescribed antibiotics several
times for my chronic sinus infections.
Huisarts here still make house calls imd these appointments
are a regular part of their schedule. Specialists are all affiliated with a hospital and their offices are located in or adjacent to the hospital. Physical therapy is widely used here for
all types of conditions and is covered by all health insurance
providers.
I am paying the txjuivalcat of a S170 a month for healthcare which includes dental.
I have a deductible of about S200 a year. Dr. visits are
covered 100%. My deductible usually kicks in with prescnption drugs but instead of paying the deductible to the phar-.
macy when you pick up your medicine. you are billed by
your insurance company quarterly. When I first arrived here
and still had U.S. health coverage until my resident's permit
was granted. I found that the cost of drugs was much cheaper than in the U.S. even with my insurance. I have also
found that hospitals charge much less than in the U.S
I had the unfortunate opportunity to make an emergency
visit to our local hospital. 1 was taken in immediately. attached
to an EKG. had a chest x-ray and blood tests and waited for
a consult from a cardiologist who was emailed my test results.
A few weeks later 1 was sent a copy of the charges for this
visit and was surpnsed to see that the total charge was a little over S250. In situations involving sick children, for
instance, there are rules in place that prevent parents from
taking their child to an emergency room immediately. Parents are required to call their family doctor anti if the doctor approves, he/she notifies the hospital and the child can
then visit the emergency room.
The Dutch are overall a very healthy society. Of course,
one of the reasons for this is that they grow up nding a bicycle daily and doing a lot of walking. 'They do eat a lot of
cheese, bread and potatoes but processed and frozen foods arc
not a staple in the grocery stores. Their life expectancy is
higher than in the U.S. and their infant mortality is lower.
Waiting for treatment? I have heard stories about this that
vary from person to person.
All Dutch healthcare providers include the ability for you
to seek treatment in many other European countries. l know
of some who have gone to Belgium and Germany for a treatment or procedure that they were told they. would have to
wait to receive here. But mostly overall. I hear very little
about waiting for treatments. I have seen how the American
healthcare system has changed drastically in the past 5 years
since I left and have had many friends in the U.S. who have
had to wait for approval from their insurance provider before
they could schedule a surgery or procedure or approval fot
payment of certain drugs or were required to pay
their
deductible "up front" before treatment could begin.
I have seen personally how the healthcare system
haS
worked for some friends of mine who are an American
couple living here. He expenenced a heart attack in his
mid
40's. received excellent treatment. cost him nothing,
and io
fact, was not cleared to return to work for almost 3
monthS
during which he received 80% of his salary. She is
a dile
betic and was not able to get an insulin pump in
the U.S.
under her healthcare coverage. Here she received it
immecii
ately, covered by Dutch healthcare.
As I said in the beginning, it took me some time
to adjust
to the way healthcare is provided here and
the different
philosophies practiced. But do I find it bad? Not
at all. As
I also said, you do have to be more proactive
about yout
healthcare but by doing that, 1 have received.
so far. excellent health care treatment and coverage.

Come see us at HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, Nov. 15th &for all your
Holiday Arrangements!
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CALLOWAY COUNTY TAXPAYER'S NOTICE
The '2009 County tax bills are now due artd payable
If you do not receive your bill in the next few days,
please contact the Calloway Shenfre Office at
761-4TAX Pleaae pay your tax bill at 701 Olive
Street When mailIng your payment. please include
your copy of the tax bill or put the tax bill number
on yuur check If you wish a paid receipt returned
to you, please enclose a self-addreased. stamped
envelope The following are the collection dates.
✓ir discount' November 1, 2009 thru November 30,
2009
Face Amunt December 1. 2009 thru December 31.
2009
5e Penalty' January 1, 2010 thru January 31, 2010
10% Penalty ,
s 10% Sheriffs Add-on Fee February
1. 2010 and thereafter

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settleinent of
the accounts has been
tiled in Calloway Dtstrict
Court by Billy B
Mitchell, Guardian, for
Minor
Child. April
Mitchell Exceptions to
this settlement rnust be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court on
or before the hearing,
which is set for 9,00 a.m
on the 16th day of
Noveniber, 2009
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
A periodic settlement of
the accounts has been
filed in Calloway Distnct
Court by Billy B
Mitchell, Guardian for
Minor Child, Marie
Mitchell Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County Ihstnct Court on
or before the hearing,
which is set for 9.00 a.m
on
the
16th
day
November,
2009

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All delinquent tax bills will be traruifered to the
County Clerk's Office as of the close of business on
April 15, 2010 The date will need to be changed if
the tax collection schedule haa been delayed to
cause the face amount of the tax hill to be due after
December 31, 2009 In addidtion to the penalties
and fee that are applied by the Sheriffs office al:
payment* made in the County Clerk's Fee and
interest at
per month The delinquency' le also
aubiect to being sold to a third party in the summer
of 2010.
PUBLIC NOTICE
tolURRAY PUBLIC WORKS & L'TILITIES
WASTEWATER DIVISION

Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

2009 list of Induatnai users in significant nort-corr,
pliance of their wasitewater discharge permit

A periodtc setttement of
the accounts has been
filed in Calloway- District
Court by BIlly B
Nfitchell, Guardian for
Minor
Child,
Brad
Mitchell Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court on
or before the hearing,
which is set for 900 a.ni
°in the 16th day of
N oember.
. 2009

1 Morningstar Foods Violation- Wastewater
discharge exceeding masa limit of Ibit day BOD
Statue Morningstar has installed new waatewater
treatment equipment that is now operauonal, and
compliance is anticipated

NOW
acceetting
resumes for the position of dental hygienist
Must be flexible and
willing to work in the
Pans Camden area
Work history and references must accompany
resume
Ann
Amanda Burrow. 405
Tyson Ave. Suite A,
Pans, TN 38242.
Slained
DENTAL Office in the
Pans Camden area is
seeking highly motivated, caring. people person for the position of
dental
assistant.
Expenence
required
and registration is preferred. Work. history
and referencees must
De included in resume.
Attn. Amanda Burrow,
405 Tyson Ave_ Suite
A. Pans, TN 38242
APARTMENT compiex
looking for part-time
manager in Murray,
KY Send equines to
PO Box 160. Doe
Run. MO 63637 or
email response to
eandiverelt
nyemanaciement com

OPERATOR/SERVIC
E Tech needed 10T
Xerox IGen Digital
Color Press_ Training
provided.
Full-time
positron with Domain.
Day shift Monday
through Friday with
occasional overtime
and weekends. Lifting
and computer experience required Send
resume Of appty in person at Automated
Dtrect Malt, 1410 North
12th St., Suite G.
Murray, KY 42071.
FULL-TIME opps
grads ages 17-34. Full
pay. beneffts, training,
30 days vacation/yr.
for school No exp.
needed. Call Mon-Fn.
laoo- 777-6289
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A periodic settlement of
the accounts hai. been
filed in Calloway County
District Court by. Poplar
Springs Baptist Church.
Trustees, In the Estate
of.
Walker
Robert
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
9.00 am on the 16th day.
of November, 2009
Linda Avery
Circtut Court Clerk
penodic settlement of
the accounts has been
filed in Calloway Diatnct
Court by Fieldon King
Alexander, Guardian, for
Minor Cluld, Savannah
Alexander
Rose
Exceptions to this settlement mum be filed in
The t'alloway County
DistrIct Court on or
before the hearing, which
is set for 9:00 am on the
16th day of November.
A

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

Linde Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
A penoclic settlement id
the accounts ha* been
filed in Calloway DIstnct
Court by Fieldon
Alexander, Guardtan, for
Minor Child. Madison
Alexander. Excepttons to
thts settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County DIstrict Court on
or before the hearing,
which is set for 9 00 am
on the 16th day- of
November,
2009
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
A penodic settlement of
accounta has been filed
Callonat. District
Court by Ryan King.
Executor, In the Entate
of.
Notion
Hillman
Exceptions to this settlement must he filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before the hearing,
which is aet for 9(Xi am
on the 16th day. of
November,
2009
Linda Avery
C,ourt Clerk

MX

Name
1
l St Address_
1
City
_
e
State_

Linde Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

2009

s

1

VISA

1
1
1
1
1
l

1
a

PERSON needed fo
padeime work at busy
law office Mon-Thurs.
10am-3prn and Fnday
8am-5pm for the purpose of Piing, answering the telephone running errands and other
miscellaneous tasks
Automobile required
to run errands. Send
resume to P.0 Box
1075, Murray, KY
42071

Help Wanted

IBUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY!

C.A. ONES
Group,

INSURANCE

I

Accountant
Prepares daily cash flow worksheets, logs
daily bank transactions and distributes to
managernenecorporate.
, Posts accounts receivable and miscellaneous
cash receipts transactions Maintain all
accounts payable tees and records
Process and post invoices, employee
expense reports. and internal check requests
for muthple locations
, Prepares ano posts Journal entnes Posts
cancelled checks for iterns that have cleared
the bank_
, Prepares monthly reconciliations for inciuSiOn in the reconciliatton binder.
Performs account analysis or detailed review
for identified accounts wIth supporting documentation
Documents financial transachons by entering account information, Summanzes current
financial status by collecting information.
preparing balance sheet, profit and loss state
ment and other reports.
. Reconciles financal discrepancies by eollocting and analyzing account information
Complies with federal. state, and local legai
requirements by stuctying requirements,
enforcing adherence to requirements: filing
reports, advising management on neecied
actions
Other duties may be assigneo
Requirements
Bachelor's degree (B. A.) from four-year college or university; two to three years related
experience and/or training; or equivalent com•
bination of education and experience.
Accounting Degree required.

Avoid inflahonary cost.

MEDICAR.E
SUF'PLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

-11Elaki&NeApply in person at BrIlthaven of Boonton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

PREMIER Motors is
accepting applications
for full time sales position 5 day work
week Apply in person
at 537 Brewers Hwy
Hardin KY

CLEANING service to
office. rentals. apart
ments, reference avast
able. 227-6535
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR?
YOU
DO
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806
STAY at home mother
of 2 is evadable full or
part-time
hours.
Availability is from
Sam-Rpm, Mon-Sat
Children aaes infancy
to pre-k Reasonable
Rates, 270-293-0374.
270-978-5194.
120
Costailers

BUYING old U S Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray
WE buy & sell good
used furniture
(270)357-0400
293-5762
150
Articles
For Safe
SHARP 15in
elu
nenum veheels with 2
new 295x5OxR15 road
hugger radial tires
$350 obo 270-2276339 or 270-293-9524
hair
USED
equipment.
(270)703-3177

salon

Medicare Supplement.
Please call me for an appo/ntment
Ron Sallin
Annual Enrollment Begins Nov. 15
Medicare Supplement Services
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3611

ferry iFatii,Karl,

( /trent.

Call Jill. Stephens sss
Ashley Morris at
75.3-1916
and place your ad today!
,2x2. S12.00 a week 2x1
S6.00 a week
•
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

Don't Forget to pick up any pictures you have dropped off at
the Murray Ledger & Times. Birth announcement, engagement,
sports, special sections in the classifieds etc.

&

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Rood Interiors
603 main St
753-6361

Murray Ladpr
Harems
111 Teal estate

Abaci
Houma Act
fo
eve,
bon heed cc
pou sr% hand
tos or natkorke

Stret taw,
In tin sile. ren

X real rant ...Minor to d
under federal
We will kriaivi
advertistrl for
is not tn m0141
pereorts art
eat AC dwell
atrailable on asi

no). O.,.
For further ass..
Fanning Adi.
merits, contact

Rex P Want

320
Aperlinents For Rent

320
Apartment* FOr Rent
S

Mulch your fall leaves
web a Briggs &
Stratton 5HP
chipper/shredder
$220 270-767-0438
90
FuThEqui"nt
5000 Ford diesel PS.
3600 Ford diesel P.S.
80 model, 801 Ford
super sharp gas, 150
M.F. P S. gas.
270-S23-6363.
270-705-2907
Firewood
Firewood for sale $40
nck, delivered
492-6266
Firewood 293-2487
Wok Neves For DA
1986 fixer-up mobile
home 14x70 must be
moved $2,800 obo
227 9613 or
293-8122
1999 Clayton 16x80.
3BFI. 2BA. excellent
condition. (270)4892525
3-BDF1 trailer. $10k
invested. Will take
51.500.
'6151330 8192

1BR. 1BA. 1.5 blocks
from MSU. $245;mo
plus deposit
References required.
492-8069, 970-8412.
1BR, price reduced,
venous
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex in city.
Excellent pnvacy. Just
redecorated.
New
heating & air equipment. Mel hook-up,
willing to furnish w/d
refrigerator
Stove,
tncluded. No pets.
$465/mo.
270-767-1176
2BR duplex. Cle/A,
locations
various
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Duplex. C/H/A,
all appliances, nevety
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
2BR near USU. applifurnished
ances
Ceei/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bet.
water,
trash. and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer Only
$550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
c-ampus. Cieett. W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696.
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Ape,
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ages
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD -800-648-6056

11,11'10i

lin' fa'

4BR. Celi/A. all appaances Coleman RE
753-9898

$295.

NICE 2BR, partially
turnished. $300.mo
Patterson Pt. KY Lake
270-436-6280.

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath. garage, all
appliances.
C/H/A,
water, sewer. and trash
pick up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $875 mo
293-7404

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

CEP1 IONALLY EXnice. large 1 bedroom
with an appliances
including washer &
dryer. Call (270)7595885 or (270)2937085

1BR efficiency. appliances furnished, partial utilities. $230/mo.
753-2934

FOR rent 2BR
Duplex, 1304
Valleywood $475/mc
761-7355

Apartments For Rent

WATERFRONT For
Rent. 2BR. 2BA, completely furnished. More
info go to wevehambnlakeretreatky.com or
436-5091

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
‘latiAorage
All dies to
fit our needs
Located by
F row radio station

GaC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4pm M-F
)%1,

LAKE
BLOW-OU
Sat.
2+ ACRE
W/ FREE
SLIP
Just 24
was 29.
Pay NO ^Jost
Loctaed on
acre recreat
in Kent
swimming
earls, priva
more Eic
financing. Ca
800-704-310

440
Loa For
RESIDENTIA
Ing lots loc.
Loch Lomond
ed near R:
middle & hig
o78-1707

HIE \

callowa) Garden
Essex Dour:.
Apartments

qual opportunur

LARGE 3BR
753-6012

SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
hom city limits Deposit
& Lease No pets
$425
753-6156

I Ile N 1411SIALL

I sli5 Diuguid Drive
Murray. K1' 42071
One And Two
Bedrooni Apartments
270-753-A5Ni
TDD I -1100-545- IA33
Ext. 2E3

12th Si

MAIN STREET .
FURNISHINGS .401 NIAPLE ST.
(270) 761-7653
I+, 1111P

PEACOCK
ens, duoks,
(270)753-5

1001 Whitnell Ave. Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (270)753-1916

For Rent
Study in paradise 9
mtles trom campus
515
Saddle
Ln I
5400/mo
206-883-6219

(270) 753.1713
FuntsbieM

GERMAN
PuPPles
Yorkie p
female:
male/5400,
ed, vactnat
(270)247-5
(270)748-5

bon to wire
ma" Ismila
bon

USSO- APPLIANCES'
WARD ELKINS

t,

Want to Buy

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KI 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

LANGE
SELECTION •

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/UP9rades
759.3556

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE LIELP LN CIAIM FILING FOR MI CLIENTS

Appliances

613S f

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A. $135 tin
Part B Call tne for more information

WHAT 1$ MEDICARE
ADVANTAGE?
ft is an alternative to a

DOG
(270)436-

EllireiR&TiaMES

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following postlion RN
full-time afternoon shift. We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky

LPN/RN Full-time 2p10p. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare. 402 W.
Farthing. Mayfteld KY.

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialtst

Does Your Poiscy Pay 100‘i of
the Deducitbies,

Please submit your resume to
careers0chuelyones.net

POSITION at local
firm:
CPA
PIT
Clencal/Admin. position. Must be proficient
in MS office. able to
maintain confidentiality. should be dependable. sell -motivated,
multetasker. posess
strong social skills, and
able to meet deadlines. Exposure to
income tax, payroll
reporting, and bookkeeping
a
plus.
References required.
Reply: P.O. Box 527.
Murray, KY 42071

- PREPLANNING -

Lou V. McGary

For Rant
1312 Olive Blvd
753-9633
2 & 3 BR houses
293-0139
284 Bedroom houses
lease & depostl
required 753-4109
3BR, 1BA, appliances
furnished, $595/mo
978-0742
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel, KY.
must have references.
$450 month 4 $450
security i270)9787441

JAI. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
(order 4121S & Glendale
DIXIOS2 10x15$40
frroi 436-2524
(2701193-6906
PREMER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
i'Secunty alarmed
•Sale & clean
•Vie sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

OFFICE building in
center of Murray 8
parking spaces
Investment co. looking
for longterm renter.
(615)330-8193

.460
Homes For

2007 Calume
4BR. 3 5BA.
online at.
2007calumetva
767-0106.
3BR, 2.58A.
acres. West of
293-1681.
DOUBLE wide
seed. vinyl
located on co
Post Oak Hwy
Asking prece
obo 270-293-65

Ager & Times

Murray Ledg-r & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

Monday. November 2, 2009• 7
630
Sernois Oftsrea

30
Sermes Mem

I

1

A TRIBUTE TO VETERANS DAY

PICK UP

November II, 2009

)L1NES

270-29'3-5624

-holm
-Frill 1.111.

‘1%,
.,%-4,1 \II

-NM. I pit
-NCR 5 IMR

We are proud of your
armee to our country
durtng WWII
Your Family }

-Id P.R
-Nit 11 LII.

-The pm.

HOUSE Husband
All types of home
repairs No job too
small
270-519-8155
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION repair
8 maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential & commercial Localty owned &
operated 293-2357.
435-4049

Pool Table Guy
TO Years Expenence
Poo Tables f3cught SOitl
SerriCed doe Moved
731 819 4655

Free estimates
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355
Aldridge A
Rooting C
ss,

ticons,ri

ar

Fr(!lr.

.1,o.
1.,,,
•in lite.

SI I per spot • ionic person. 20 word Itroku
Double spots: $18 • 140 word limit

3301 St. Rt 12114.

753-8087

Deadline: Wednesday Nomanber ati
3:00

VISA
summi

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed is insured

THE Murray Ledger 8
Tomes considers its
sources reliable, but
ineCelg&CieS do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk
Although persons and
companies menboned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray Ledger &
Times, noe any of its
employees accept any
responsibility %whatsoever for their activities

CASEY ELLM8sbi
cora
(270)619-5313
•Cerblied •Portab4e
r0Jurnonum •Stainleari
WNW PREMIERARC

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's

YARD clean-up Free
estimates
Call
Rodney 753-9243

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free esti
mates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270) 436-2228

Luncheon to be
held on campus
to honor
student-parents
noel tomer:her. io

al Home
42071

liory your dear

DOG Obedience
270)436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd
pupotes $350-ea
Yorke puppies,
temales/S500,
male/6400,
vacinated
(270)247-5799
(270)748-5909
PEACOCKS, chic-kens, ducks, geese
(270)753-5904

We Offer:
•All Size Unita
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 WhItnell Ave.• 753-3853

Murray Ledger Time* Fair
ttiosising Ad %once
SI: real eq.* advertised herein
saw, iu the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makas it
legal to advertise any preference limitation or discnininabon based on race. color. religion. Oft., handicap. tamilial
tus or natio./ csigin. or intention to make my such preenencrs. limitation,or descrumnanon

led off at
lagement,

State laws tortnd incrimination
in the sale, rental or advertning
ot real estate based on taslore in
addition to those protected
under federal
kW will knowingly accept ans
adverhsirip for real estate winds
is not in violation of tlx law All
persons are herein intonned
Mat all dwellings acivertned are
as ailable on an ogle] oppon.
nits bams
For iurthe,
.911
Housing .kdverhung require.
rnents. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P iffilam,116)61A-1000

VERY Stately home!
Beaubful landscaping
Circle dnve in front,
screened porch and
courtyard. Great tensity
room. hardwood t400rs
Just move right in!
4 large bedrooms 2
baths walk to Murray
High. You wont be disappointed $169,900
Call Barbara Campbell
Carrspoell Rearty 279293-7874

53-1916

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Oticics
440f71e/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
YOL:R
•
COILII.D• RE
. HERE FOR
ONLY 1;75.00
A MONTHCALL 751-1416
-

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 nowt ;mica

3

Res . Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
Ali Jobs - hig or small

Slam isilkill••
.111.06110•1111

753-9562

L 2BR 1 mile
rty lures Deposit
ase No pets

156

'RFRONT For
2BR, 2BA. comfurnished. More
to vivnw.hamlontreatky.com or
)91

tongs Rentals

Warehousing
MSU $20-50
753-7668

HI tires to
your needs
,ocated
a radio station
9

G8C
IRAGE and
ROPANE
19 E Main
Di 753-6266
270) 293-4183
- 4 p m M-F

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE
Sat. Nov 7th
2+ ACRE LAKE LOT
W/ FREE BOAT
SLIPS
Just 24,900
was 29,900
Pay NO closing Costs,
Loctaed on 160,000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky. Entoy
swimming pool. walking
trails, private park.
more. Excellent
financing, Cali now 1800-704-3154 x 3309
kylakesaleSaln

L

Lob For Sale

RESIDENTIAL building lots located on
Loch Lomond St located near Robertson
& high school
-18-1707

Acmes
1111.1 \
‘1,1• cArres
- roady_tor bond.
reile.„
approx
Piins Landing
52S 000
.00nt...ei.
Pant Byrgdrvir

.RENTAIS
I-STORAGE
S.4TH ST.
12i & Gleaner
SIS 101.15 $40
[11436-2524
I1) 293-6906

6471 E AritrochRd
Buchanan IN 38222

REMIER
STORAGE
:limate control
;torage
nty alarmed
'e & clean
sell boxesl
int U-Hauls
3 9600

2007 Calumet Way
4BR. 3.5BA, see it
online at.
2007c.alumetway corn.
767-0106,

Lake Rn.Titt ot s
17311642-1394

:al Prop. For Rol

3BR. 2.5BA. brick, 5
acres. West of Murray.
293-1681.

building in
Murray 8
paces
nt co. looking
erm renter.
-8193

DOUBLE wide remodeled. vinyl siding,
tocated on comer of
Post Oak Hwy. 280.
Asking price $60,000
obo 270-293-6517

436-2867 Lamb's
ProfessIonal Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118

Special to the Ledger
There is challenge enough to
be found in waking up for early
classes. and putting in a full day
to be successful at school. Can
you imaginc doing all of that,
and also raising a family? That is
a tremendous life test that student parents champion every day
on Murray State's campus. For
this reason, the Murray State
Students for Life would like to
applaud all of these outstanding
people with our Student-Parent
Luncheon.
On Wednesday, Nov. 4, from
11,30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., there
will be a resource fair and free
meal for all student-parents. The
Curris Center ballrooms have
been reserved, and the meal is
being provided by Murray State
Catering. What may be even better than the meal, are the
resources
being
offered.
Between 11:30 and 12:30, there
will be an opportunity to browse
the information tables for such
resources as day care, health
services. and even gym fitness.
All the groups attending are local
businesses and organizations that
offer tremendous and pertinent
assistance. The free meal will begin at
12:30. During this time, there
will be guest speakers from the
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times university, the student body,
and
DONATION MADE: Ashok Babu.Kolla, a graduate student
at Murray State University, recent- from the community.
For the
ly made a donation to the backpack programs at both local
school districts. Babu.Kolla, kneel- entire event, babysitting will be
ing far nght, above, made the donation on behalf of the Telugu
Association of North Amenca. provided by college students
Pictured, top photo, are members of the Murray Middle School
Junior Beta Club with MMS fac- who have had Safe Environment
ulty and city and county officials: bottom photo, are members of
the Calloway County Family training.
Resource and Youth Service Centers with city and county officials
If you are a student-parent or
.
you know someone who is,
please consider this free event
that will help create a network of
support and assistance. It is S071ply. a way to say thank you for
the extra effort that is put forth in
By ERRIN HAINES
forward with anticipation to
were tallied by an independent
raising a family. This event is
Associated Press Writer
your leadership,- Clay told third party and locked
in a bag open to all Murray
ATLANTA(AP)- The Rev. King, 46, as reporters listened to
State students
which was locked in a safe.
who are also parents. If you are
Bernice King has been chosen his end of the conversation.
They were unsealed Friday.
interested in attending. please
as the first woman to head the
She could be heard respondThe other candidate was
civil rights organization co- ing,"'Thank you very much.email the Murray State Students
Judge Wendell Gnffen of Little
founded by her fattier. the Rev.
"SCLC is a great organiza- Rock. Ark. He was the first for Life Imurraystate.studentsMartin Luther King Jr.
forlife@gmail.com) to reserve
tion with a rich history," Clay black attomey to work for
a
The Southern Christian told reporters. "She is excited.
I major Arkansas law firm and is your seat. 'There may be a new
Leadership
set of challenges for student-parConference am excited. The nation will be an ordained minister
and pastor
announced her election as its excited."
ents on campus, but consider this
of New Millennium Church.
eighth president Fnday mornThe 52-year-old organization
Martin Luther King Jr. was day as one of your perks.
ing. Interim President Byron met for seven hours behind
For information about this
the SCLC's first president, servClay called King arid said she closed doors at its national heading from 1957 until his death in event, or the MSU Student's for
accepted the position.
Life. contact Mary Reding at
quarters in downtown Atlanta 1968. His eldest son,
Martin
"In the spint of your father. on Thursday. General counsel
(270) 872-7818, or through
Luther King
was
presiden
t
Martin Luther King Jr.. we look Dexter Wimbish said ballots
email at murraystate.studentsforfrom 1998 to 2003.
life@gmail.com.

SCLC elects MLK's daughter as its president

436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Flouting. Clean out
2003 VZ85. $1,800
garages. gutters. pink
firri. 270-436-2667
& tree work.
ADAMS I4ome
Improvement
Additions,
Remodeling, Roofing,
Vinyl Siding, Laminate
Floors.
Repairs,
insured
14 )5 1.6 inch
227-2617, 474-C1586
Starting at
APPLIANCE REPAIR
. mounted
SERVICE
PARTS
Call 753-5606 (270)
293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Boren
CHADWICK Catering
Ready to serve your
celebration needs
02 Ford Explorer
Contact Cheryl
HAPP1' BIRTHDAY for
white, 4OR exceflen
Chachvick
Thesday, Nov. 3, 2009:
condition. 489-2209
(270)492-8266
This year, you often find that
95 Jeep Wrangler soft
you are looking at confusing sitCustorr
bulldozing
top excellent condiuations laden with misunderand tracichoe work
tion.
new
tires
standings. Take your time clariland cleanrig.
127.000 miles $6.500
underbrushing, ponds. fying, and try not to make any
obo 227-0765.
takes and wate,
ways
judgments. You'll quickly learn
873-7980
Free estimates
of others' intentions. Your creGene Parker
490
ativity bubbles up out of the blue
293-1005
IJesd Cars
often when dealing with people
753-563/1
eveninus leave
in your daily life. You could dismessage
2004 Buick Century,
cover certain skeletons in the
35,222-mi $8.000
closet within your family. You
761 4677
might be shocked at first, but not
Cusrou BULLDOZING
and-cleanng
in the long run. If you are single,
•Underbnisning •Ponds
II Motors
what you conjure up in your
•Lakes •Wairere.sys'
imagination might not be conFree Estimates
2001 Founinnas
nected to reality. Take your time
22 years ezp
Cruiser. 4-season.
getting to know others. If you
293-0371
rent daily or weekly
are attached, you could discover
Sleeps 4-8. Berthed
DRYWALL repair 8 the importance of new plans and
on
painting. Free esti- not sticking to a routine. GEMIKentucky Lake
mates. 270-873-9916
(615)330-8193
NI proves to be a good partner.
53(3
FOR all you roofing.
vinyl. metal porches The Stars Show the kind
Santee Mersa
of
decks and remodeling Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic.
call Danny Paschall 4-Positiv
e, 3-Average: 2-So..0
•
L&M
•
492-8500 or 293-8156.
1 -Difficult
LAWN SERVICE
FUTRELL
'S
Tree
Motoring, Manicuring:
Service
AFtlES(March 21-April 19)
Landscaping a.
Trimming. removal. ***
teat Vacuuming
Opportunities appear, but
stump
gnnding,
Satirslartren guaranteed
don't milk a situation for more
firewood. Insured
than it's worth Be generous. or
75,3-1816 r27-061
489-2839
you could get a sudden backfire.

USED TIRES

iieroscopii

Jacesslis
Others don't see the same end
results as you do, so verbalize,
listen and communicate. Tonight.
Just be nice and easy
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might be so
upbeat and happy that you barely have a chance to stop and
worry about a lingenng issue.
Others surprise you with their
reactions. You discover that
what was a given no longer is
Tonight. Whatever knocks your
socks oft
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Continue to maintain a
very low profile. Don't overthink
an issue. and stay centered. You
will find a change coming in the
near future. What is now. might
not be later. Reach out for someone at a distance. Tonight: A
force to be dealt with.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Zero In on what is important. knowing full well what
works for you. As you focus on
details and know what you want,
you are able to crystallize an
idea. A partner might not get the
gist of a friend's message.
Tonight: Take some time for
yourself.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be wondenng
when you can dump some of the
responsibilities that have fallen
in your lap YOli could be tired

and withdrawn. Know when to
say enough, though you could
be surprised by someone's
actions if you do Tonight. A must
show.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Fiead between the lines.
and you will be able to understand what is happening within
your immediate circle. The unexpected occurs out of the blue
Creativity emerges when lacing
daily life issues. Tonight A must
appearance.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Work with a partner
directly. and you'll come up with
solutions. Realize what is going
on between you and another
person Do you want this lack of
connection or confusion to continue much longer? Tonight.
Reach out for someone at a distance
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Defer to others. even
though you might really disagree. Just register your opinion,
but allow events and plans to
unfold. You might be surprised
by what comes down. as well as
your reaction. Tonight: Dinner for
two.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You car, accomplish a lot if
you don't allow a personal issue
to float through your professional
life You might be confused by a

conversabon. Recheck what you
think you have heard. Verify and
confirm! Tonight: Sort through
suggestions first
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to
approach a situabon far differently than in the past. Your perspective could change as the
day proceeds Others can do a
great lob of confusing finances - for better or for worse. Tonight:
Let your imagination rock and
roll.
AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Stay anchored. knowing
what you want to accomplish
and where you are heading. You
could be exhausted by everything that occurs. and need to
call it an earty day. If you can,
work from home. You will accomplish more. Tonight: What
you
want.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might change
your
mind and want to reverse directions out of the blue. Hang in
there and explore your options
with several different people.
Your instincts might be right
but
difficult to act on. Tonight: Hang
out
BORN TODAY
Actor Charles Bronson
(1921),
comedian Dennis Miller
(1953).
model Gemma Ward (1987)

8• Monday, November 2. 2009

COMICS/ FEATURES

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Holland. Oct. 28
RiblishedisapictureofLots
Forty years ago
Pharns, president of Murray
United States Air Force TechWoman's Club. trying to scare nical Sgt. Larry N
Elkins is
Superman with a squeaky mouse now on duty with the
Armed
dunng the Halloween Festival Forces at Cam Ranh
Hay All,
held at the AnienHost Inn with Vietnam
various groups cooperating in
Births reported instude a gni
sponsonng the into ities at the to Mr and Mrs lea
Haskins
hotel for the area children The Oct. 27. and a girl to Mt
And
photograph was by Staff Ptio- Mrs. Charles Bob Allen,
Oct
tographer Bernard Kane.
28.
Between the Rivers. Inc. ResMurray State Liniversits
cue Our C'emetenes Group start- Races lost 34-13 to
Eastern
ed the first cleaning on Oct. Kentucky Colonels in the home23 arid will continue cleaning coming football game
played at
the cemetenes in the Land Murray State
Between the Lakes.
FiriY Years ata
Twenty years ago
Murray City Fire Department
Published is a picture of was called to Murray
OrmunenWayne Williams of the Murray tal Iron Works where
extensive
Civitan Club stimng d pot of damage was done by
fire of
beans at the annual Bean Din- undetermined ongin.
Damage
ner held at Rudy's Restaurant was also reported at
the office
with the proceeds to go to the of Dr. Doss in the
adjoining
WATCH Center. The photo was office.
by Staff Photographer David
Published is a picture of Dr.
Tuck.
John Q. QUenCITITOUS. golf chairCalloway County Health man of Murray Country
Club.
Department will have its sec- presenting trophies to golf
chamond clinic to give influenza pions, Buddy Hewitt and
Saunvaccine on Nov. 3.
dra Slusmeyer, at a special meetBirths reported include a girl ing of the club.
to Kettle and Michael Harlan,
Mr. and Mrs. B.F. Scherfa girl to Tina and Jeff Shep- fius will be married
50 years
pard and a girl to Donna and on Nov. 8.
Jack Hanberry. Oct. 27.
Sixty years ago
Thirty years ago
The West Kentucky SymphoSenior citizens of the Haz_el ny Orchestra presented a
conarea soon will have an up-to- cert on Nov. 1 in Mayfield.
date facility. according to Cal- The conductor is Dr. Price Doyle
loway County Judge Executive of Murray State College
fine
Robert O. Miller. More than arts department.
51,000 will b e spent before
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ray of
late December in renovation of the Stella corrununity in
Calthe present community center.
loway County will be marned
Births reported include a for 62 years on Nov. 15. Mr.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Ray is 80 and Mrs. Ray is
78
Ward. Sept. 20; a girl to Mr. years of age.
and Mrs David Fitts, Oct. 15;
Showing at the Varsity Thea girl to Mr. and Mrs. P. Lynn atre is "Streets of Laredo"
starRogers. Oct. 23; a boy to Mr. ring Vviliam Holden, William
and Mrs. Jim Pickens, Oct. 26: Bendix, MacDonald Cary and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Mona Freeman.

Mom longs to have
empty nest all to herself
MAR ABBY: I have a 1gs cai old daughter, "Caitlin.'
whom I love very much.
Despite * few rocky periods,
we ha‘e
great relationship.
Caitlin moved in with her
native shortly after she turned
IS. and they were marned a
few months
ago. After
she left. 1
went
through an
"empty
nest" period
because it
was the first
time I was
in 18
Dear Abby alone
yeam.
By Abigail
Van Buren

When
my
daughter
started coming to visit once a
week, I was thrilled. It was
sad when she had to leave,
but I looked forward to "our
days." Then I had to have surgery, and Caitlin came to take
care of me. I have since recovered, but now
two months
later -- she's still visiting every
day. She sits around watching
TV and wants me to sit with
her.
I love spending time with
my daughter, but frankly, I
need a break! I have tried
'hinting' that she has her own
house, pets and husband, and
it would be fine if she didn't
visit every day. It falls on deaf
ears.
I don't want to hurt Caitlin's
feelings, but 1 got used to
being alone, and 1 miss it
sometimes. How can I get her
to stop coming over so often
without making her think I don't
want her? -- CRAVING SOME
SOLITUDE IN ARKANSAS
DEAR CRAVING: It's pos-

Today in listsrg
By The Associated Press
on Harpers Ferry'. (He was hanged
Today is Monday, Nov. 2, the one month later.) The Cooper
3060 day of 2009. There are 59 Union for the Advancement
of
days left in the year.
Science and Art was opened in New
Today's Highlight in History:
York by its founder, Peter CoopOn Nov. 2. 1959. former game er
show. contestant Chalks Van Doren
In 1865, the 29th president of
admitted before a House subcom- the United States. Warren Gamaliel
mittee that he'd been given ques- Harding. was born near Marion,
tions arid answers in advance when Ohio.
he appeared on the NBC program
In 1889. North Dakota and
?Twenty 011C,- amassing S129.000 South Dakota became the 39th
dunng a 14-week run.
and 40th states.
On this date:
In 1917. Bntish Foreign SecIn 1783, Gen. George Wash- retary Arthur Balfour issued a decington issued his Farewell Orders laration expressing support for a
to the Armies of the United States "national home" for the Jews in
near Pnnceton. N.J.
Palestine.
In 1795. the 1 Ith president of
In 1947, Howard Hughes pilotthe United States. Jarnes Knox ed his huge wooden flying boat,
Polk. was born in Mecklenburg the Hughes H-4 Hercules (denCounty. N.C.
sively dubbed the "Spruce Goose"
In 1859. John Brown was con- by detractors). on its only flight.
victed of treason against Virginia, which lasted about a minute over
murder and conspiracy for his raid Long Beach Harbor in California
Ei ATEl

El L. Li

Murray 1.edger & Times

Vegetarian diet
endorsed by MD
DEAR DR. GO'rT: In the
past. a reader of your column
extolled the virtues of eating meat
Here is my humble opinion on
the subject.
I am a 56-year-old Malt who
is 99 percent vegetarian If I were
responsible fix all my own meals,
I could easily. make that
100 percent I
am not a great
consumer of
eggs or milk,
although I do
use them an
tusking, arid it
is hard to
make a pizza
without
Dr. Gott cheese. So I
do get some
By
animal proDr. Peter Gott tem
My
intake of meat
is closer to three ounces a month
rather than the three ounces a day
put forth by the wnter as a minimum daily. requirement.
When I was 23. I was diagnosed with stage III Hodgkin's
lymphoma. I survived 18 months
of
surgery, radiation
and
chemotherapy. The cancer has not
come back. My health has been
closely monitored for the past 30plus years, with regular checkups
and blood work. If going meatless were bad, I would have found
oot by now.
I miniinize my intake of salt.
fat and especially sugar. My cholesterol, body-mass index and
blood pressure are ideal for my
age. Oh yes, my current doctor
is a practicing Hindu. No meat?
No problem.
DEAR READER: You certainly do appear to have your
dietary habits under good control.
And it is my guess that you know
more about nutrients than the average person does.
My initial concern for you

sable that when you had the
surgery your daughter was
afraid she would lose you, and
now she's having separation
anxieties of her own. It's time
for a frank talk with her.
It's unusual for a bride to
have so much free tinie on
her hands. She should be using
at least some of it to build a
life of her own. Could there
be a problem in her marriage'?
Her husband can't be thrilled
that she's spending so much
time at your place. Or does
she lack direction'?
What's going on isn't healthy
for either of you. So speak
up and establish some ground
rules. If you prefer that she
visit only once a week. say
so. Your daughter needs to
"get a life," and you are entitled to one apart from her.
•
••

DEAR ABBY: I had a bad
cold a few weeks ago. and while
waiting in my doctor's office,
I occupied myself by reading
one of the many magazines
he keeps there for patients. It
occurred to me later that the
magazine I had been holding
had also been handled by countless other sick patients during
the weeks it had laid there.
Couldn't those magazines be
carriers of innumerable germs
that could infect visiting
patients? Is it possible that
providing reading material in
hospitals or doctors' waiting
rooms could actually be an
unhealthy practice? -- GERIv1
THEORIST IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR GERM THEORIST: Yes, I think so. And
the door handles. elevator buttons, chart clipboard and pens
could also be loaded with
germs. That's why it's a good
idea to always carry disinfectant gel or wipes with you.
P.S. If a valet takes your
car or the keys -- or hands
you change ... oh, Lord, Fm
beginning to sound like Howard
Hughes.

In 1948. President Harry S.
Truman surpnsed the experts by
winning a narrow upset over
Republican challenger Thomas E.
Dewey.
NMI
In 1979, black militant JoAnne
DEAR ABBY: What is the
Chesimard escaped from a New
proper title for your mother's
Jersey prison. where she'd been
serving a life sentence for the third husband? I have looked
1973 slaying of a New Jersey everywhere and can't find an
state !mow, Werner Foerster. answer. I know that her second husband is my stepfather,
101.11011/d., 11.11)0 took the narne
Assaf* Shaltur, now lives in Cuba.) but I am curious what the
In 1984. velrna Barfield, con- third one is called. -- NAME
victed of fatally poisoning DROPPER IN ALABAMA
boyfnend Stuart Taylor. was put
DEAR NAME DROPPER:
to death by injection in Raleigh, A'ebster's Collegiate Dictionary
N.C.. becoming the first woman defines the "stepfather' as "the
executed in the U.S. since 1962. husband of one's mother when
Ten years ago: Xerox repair- distinct from one's natural
or
man Byran Uyesugi opened fire legal father."
He could also
on his co-workers in Honolulu. be
referred to as your mothlulling seven of them.(Uyesugi was
er's husband. or simply by his
later sentenced to life in pnson
given name.
without parole.)
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

would be possibie mineral. vitamin 13 complex and calcium defictencies, as well as iromdeficiency anemia Because you have reg-•
ular checkups and blood work,
any. abnormalities would be apparent, and your doctor would acktress
them. Does your diet include beans,
soy or other forms of protein?
Are you taking a good multivitimun?
The fact that you are free of
your Hodglun's is unpressive. You
certainly must be doing something nght Good work
DEAR DR. GOTT: Your column recently had a letter from a
73-year-oid female who was constantly fatigued. Her blood work
showed Epstein-Barr virus, and
she wondered if that were the
CAUSe.

Contract Bridge
East dealer.
A-K of spades. O'Connell exited • '.
Last-West vtilnerable.
with a heart.
NORTH
Unwilling to yield a ruff-and•9 8 4 3
discard, Wes, shifted to the jack of
•K
diamonds, which rode to South's
•K 10 8 4
queen. West's choice of a club lead
.•1 5 2
and his failure to continue the suit
WEST
EAST
convinced (A'ormeli tliat the °nigh .
•6 2
•Q 10 5
nal lead was a singleton This meant. .
VA110 9 6 5 3 2 •Q 8 4
East still held the Q-10-8 of clubs',io •
• 2
•A 9 5
which constituted two natural tncks..
CS
.
4.9
i•Q 10 8 7
unless O'Connell could find a way to•
•••
SOUTH
make one of them disappeae
...•::
•A K J 7
After taking thc jack of diamonds:a;
;
v.ith the queen, he led a diamond to , ,„' .
•026
lhc
.$81sCri b,y kast with the ace. J114
•Ali4 3
The ctub suit hke th
The bidder.
pl
• returned thc diam
East
South West
Nort
nine to dummy's king. South then.
Pass
1•
3V
4•
caahed the eight of diamonds and led.
4V
4•
a loss. cluh front dummy. When Eal.y.
Opening lead - nine of clubs
produced the eight O'C'onnell Is ..;
This deal occurred about 50 years him hold the trick!
ago in the European Championships
This left East in a hopeless posiin a match between Ireland and tion. A hcart return would allowPoland
declarer to dispose of his rentaining;•
The bidding shown took place club loser as he ruffed in dummy,'"P
when the Irish held the North-South while a club lead from the
Q-10
Lards. The auction was pressured by would let dummy score the jack. :
West's pre-emptive overcall, hut the Either way, the contract was home. .
final contract uas a reasonahle one.
At the other table, the Polish '
The Polish N'est lcd the nine of North-South pair also reached
clubs, and the declarer, Barry spades. and the Insh West alsofour
lett
O'Connell. magic the first of several his singleton club. Hut Isere. declarer
key plays by putting up dummy's neglected to play the king from
king. A spade vsas then led to the dummy at tnck one, and the contract
jack, which held. After cashing the faikd.
Tomorro•y: Look before you leap

m.iistia„
.

Crosswords
1
5
9
12

Ett_CoNICIICGD

GA FtFIE 1_001
)
11-5

A SMALL
WORLD

ESECAU5E. YOU'VE EATEN A)
LARGE F'ORTION OF IT

Grow wheat
Burrow
Earth (pref.)
Forever
and — —
1 3 Deep black
14 Fishtail
15 Cranberry sites
16 Cash advance
17 Hvyy.
18 Lobby fumishing
20 Alien tour
buses?
22 John. in
Glasgow
23 Cobbler
24 Flair
27 Note before mi
28 Shaft locale
32 Give — — go
33 These nave
rnany extras
36 Chilly comment
37 Siamese. now
39 Uh cousin
40 Prayer-wheel
turners

FOR DEVBERr.

1

BAKED ALASKA,

12

rp LIKE SOME

2

3

4

ike61

18

ONE BROTHER SAT iN A
THE OTHER BROTHER
PUMPKIN PATCH ALL NietiT
WANDERED AROUND
WAlTi NE FOR TUE ''61tEra PUMPKIN') TUE YARD ALL Ni6HT
WiTH A SHEET
OVER WS 1.4EXP!

I COULDN'T 5EEN
I FOR6OT 70
CuT OUT THE
EYE HOLES..

1 "When We Was
2 Fusses
3 Come unglued
4 Sufi or St.
Francis
5 Hayes or Reddy
6 A woodwind
7 Mauna —
8 World-weariness
9 Pi a sandwich
10 G abs a bite
6

Answer to Previous Puzzle

WINEVMEMM MIRO
WOM 0 R A R UMW

31m°6
9Wolffild
mumw
om
moo Gomnow
m
omm
=mu
mumon
moo
num
om
Boo
m
gum
nom
maim IMMO
MOOD UMMUI OMM

13[000 MOM HOM
1 1-2 C 2009 United Feature Syndicate, inc
11 Have
a mortgage
19 Box-office
total
21 No masc
23 De t neighbor

inl.

11110

13

14

16

17

11

20 ill

22
.
1128

.
11

32
I HEAR YOU HAD
KIND OF A 5TRAN&E
HALLOWEEN

DOWN

19

."
rstu-r-s,o0

42 — 0:11 (relax)
44 Stray dog
45 Motives
47 Gave a ticket to
50 Moonbeam
51 Keep away from
53 Volt or watt
55 Tweak
56 "— She Sweet"
57 Gazed at
58 Fr. holy woman
59 Team cheers
60 Flood controls

5

15

28
31

37

38
42

34

imam

ill
35

39

36
41

43
.•

47

48

1.

1111111

ill

51

55

56

58

III

59

WWW.111114

1, too, had unexplained fatigue
for several years, ana my bkxacl
work also showed the EpsteinBart virus. My doctor said shalom
everyone has it, and it is unlikely to cause fatigue. so she tested me extensively and even referred
me to an internal-meslicine so.
cialist.
The fatigue remained a mystery until Chnstmas Eve /008.
when 1 was doubled up wit
abdominal pain for three hours.
finally called 91 I and was take
to the hospital, where it was deter •N
mined I needed a bowel resecif:
tion owing to adhesions resulting+
from an earlier surgery. I am nok,
healed. and the fatigue has disN,
aPPeared.
I would urge your reader to'S,
request an abdominal MR1.
1:4,;9
0
.
,:s
•:DEAR READER: 1 have nor heard of fatigue as a symptom . •
of atdominal adhesions, nor of ,:
bowel obstruction. The most comi-1;
mon symptoms include pain and
cramping 1 arn pnnting your letter for the interest of my read- .
ers. Thank you for writing.
''

2009 King Int.-el Ssnd,cue Ink

ACROSS

Murray Lt

di

53

1

1111

1

24 Model.
to begin with
25 Last degree
26 Battery size
27 Edge
29 Apple rival
30 Brady Bill
013009er
31 Speaker's
pauses
34 Wrinkle-nosed
dog
35 Phony coin
38 Dorm coverer
41 Bickered
43 Long-answer
exam
44 Tips to the
side
45 Be patient
46 Extreme PR
47 Ocean fish
48 "Paint the Sky
with Stars"
singer
49 Carpe -50 TLC providers
52 Hurry along
54 Gridiron stets

Murray Stet(
in the first

RACER!
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By INICII
Sport
A game that
so much pron
another bitter p
fin and comp
Saturday after
ern Illinois for
time, 16-10,
Saturday
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to see the opt
tables and ma
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yard field goal
period of play.
(7-2 overall, !
Conference) gc
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37 yards out ar
36 to leave MI
point win.
Murray' Sul
on a Charlie J
touchdown run

ED REINKE
AP
Mississippi
State's
Anthony
Dixon runs
past
Kentucky's Ashton Cobb for
touchdown Saturday. Dixon
rushed for
252
yards
and
two
touchdowns
in the win.
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VOLLEYBALL

TAKES 5-sET
WIN AT EIU
Ily MU Sports Information
The Murray State cross country seasons came to an end today
in Nashville, Tenn.. at Vaughn's
Gap Course at Edwin Warner
Park as the women's team finished second and the men's
team finished ninth.
Taylor Crawford and Katelyn Jones were named to the
All-OVC First Team as they
finished second and fifth,
respectively. Crawford turned
in a time of 19:42 while Jones
finished the 5k course in 20:11.
Kayla Crusham earned All-OVC
Second Team honors with her
14th place finish.
Asenath Na'Aman finished
the race with a time of 20:55
and turned in an 18th place
finish.
Karissa
Magnuson
rounded out the Racers' scoring as she finished in 24th
place with a time of 21:19.
Also running for MSU were .
seniors Kristen Miller and
Kristin Reffett, who finished
37th and 46th, respectively.
Bridget Stichnot was the final
Racer runner as she crossed
the line in 22:19 to finish 4Ist.
The Racers finished with 63
total points, which was 31
behind first-pla.ce Eastern Kentucky, who finished with 32
points.
The mea's season came to
a close with a ninth-place finish as senior Andrew. Beckman tumed in the top Racers'
performance. He finished 38th
with a time of 28:44 on the
8k course. Fellow senior, Jack
Findley, was the next Racer to
cross the line as he finished
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times 48th. Chnstopher Dels. Derek
Murray State senior quarterback Nico Yantko is sacked
by a pair of Eastern Illinois defenders. Charles
James
(21) artd Spyros Bazigos Perry, Theron Chalepah and
in the first half Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
Ryan Millard rounded out the
MSU runners, finishing 54th.
55th, 57th and 58th, respectively.
EKU finished first in the
men's 8k run with a total of
By MIDIAEL DWI
22 points.
Sports Wnter
Panthers try to scare
A garne that started out with
Racers In SISIPs 3-2 safe
so much promise tumed into
In a weekend of firsts, the
OVC(Overel)
another bitter pill for Matt Gnf- School
Murray State volleyball team
fin and company to swallow. Eastem Illinois 5-1
(7-21
claimed its second road win
Saturday after falling to East- Eastern Kentuck
y 5-2 (5-31
of the year and first five-set
ern Illinois for a seventh straight
Tennessee Tech 4-2 (5-3)
win over Eastem Illinois by a
time. 16-10, at Roy Stewart
3-2 (14-25, 22-25. 25-12, 25Tennessee State 2-2 (3-5)
Saturday
23, 15-10) count. The Racers
2-3 (3-5)
Much like la.st week at Mar- Austin Peay
are now 8-16 overall and 8-6
UT
Martin
tin. Murray State took the advan2-3 (3-5)
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
tage in the early. going. only Murray State
1-4 (2-6)
The victory also pushed MSU
to see the opposition tum the SE Mssouri St.
0-6 (1-7)
into a tie with Tennessee Tech
tables and make a late comeJacksonville St.• 3-1
for fourth place in the OVC
(5-3)
back to snatch victory from the
standings heading into the final
Saturday, Oct 31
grasps of the Racers.
Eastern Kentucky 20. SE Mosoun St 6
two weeks of the regular seaMun-ay State knotted the Eastern Moots 16. Murray State 10
son.
game at 10 with 13.03 to play Tennessee Tech 20 Tennessee State 13
"We have been working on
Jacksonville State 28 Austen Peay 10
in the fourth quarter when KienSaturday, Nov. 7
attitude since we lost to Jackan Cullen convened on a 29- Tennessee Tech at Georgta
noon
MICHAEL DANN / Le0g0, 3. Times sonville State," said head
coach
Murray State s Ja-Vonta Trotter finished with
noon
yard field goal, but in the final Eastern Kentucky at Kentucky
55 all-purpose yards Saturday against David Schwepk
Jacksonvale St al SE Missoun St 1 p
er. -Today that
Eastern Illinois, all of which came by the
period of play. Eastem Illinois Austtn Peay at Murray State
way of punt returns. Here, he looks finally started to show. Even
1 pm
for some room in the first quarter at Stewart
17-2 overall, 5-1 Ohio Valley UT Martin at Tennessee State
5pm
Stadium.
though we lost the first two
Conference) got two field goals
we were able to push through
into a 10-7 lead on a 37-yard
in the first quarter to go up 7but
five
tumbles
on offense and ty.
from Austin Signor, one from
and win the match."
field goal.
countless dropped passes tumed
37 yards out and the other from 0 and that score stood until the
"Just catch them and it's a
The Racers were led by junThe game itself had the mak- out to be the Racers'
Achilles win," Gnffin said. "I don't need
36 to leave Murray with a six- 8:19 mark in the second penior Sara Hayden, who not only
od when a Nico Yantko inter- ings of an upset.
heel.
point win.
to see the tape to know that. recorded
It would have been ihe secthe most block assists
Gnffin, who wouldn't com- There are a couple where our
Murray State took the lead ception by Rashad Haynes tied
in a match in MSU history
ond time this season Murray ment on much before
seeing quanerback needs to step up
on a Charlie Jordan three-yard the game at seven.
(10). but also became just the
Less than 30 seconds pnor State (2-6. 1-4) had knocked game film, knew that was one and make a
touchdown run with 12:43 left
throw. because our eighth
Racer player to tally
to halftime. Signor kicked EIU off the league's first-place team, area tape didn't have to justi•See RACERS, 10
over 200 total career blocks.
Late goal downs Racers
'The Murray State soccer
ED REINKE /
team fell to 8-8-2 overall SunMISSISSIPPI STATE 31, KENTUCKY 24
AP
day afternoon as they lost 2Mississippi
1 to S1U Edwardsville at
State's
Cutchin Field to close out the
Anthony
regular season.
Dlxon runs
SIUE got on the board in
a
Wildcats
tearn deterrnined to shut him down. the
HOPF,S OF IMPROVING
past
Ken40th minute off of a penalAs a result. the Wildcats (4-4, I-4) may
ty kick by Kelley Humphrey
tucky's AshBOWL LOT TAKE HUI'
have seen their hopes of dramatically improvto give the Cougars the 1-0
ton Cobb for
ing a bowl destination foiled for the second
ay JEFFREY McMURRAY
lead.
toucha
time
three
in
years
by a loss to the Bulldogs
Associated Press Writer
MSU got on the board in
down SaturLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's (4-5, 2-3) in Lexington.
the 65th minute of play as
day. Dixon
"I'm nor sure I remember a team running
defensive plan going into a cntical SouthRachel Wright scored her first
rushed for
eastern Conference matchup against Missis- a ball as effectively on us the way they did, goal
of the season. Nicole
anti
most
of
it
was between the tackles." Evans
sippi State was no secret: Stop Anthony Dixon.
252
yards
played a through pass
But, while many teams have tried to con- Kentucky coach Rich Bmoks said following to Wright,
and
two
who put a shot just
the
31-24
loss.
"You've
tain
got
the
to
give
Bulldogs
them
a
'
star, with most failing.
touchdowns
over the goalkeeper's head to
lot
of
credit.
They
came
never
in
here
in
and
the
did what knot things up I -I.
history of the school had a Misin the win
sissippi State running back amassed as many they had to do, and we didn't do what we
S1UE answered, though, and
yards -- 252 — as he did Saturday against
•See WILDCATS, 10
•See MSU, to

RACERS GIVE UP LEAD FOR SECOND
STRAIGHT WEEK, MISS UPSET BID
FOOTBALL
SONO=

zie

MSU ROUNDUP

Dixon runs over Wildcats
UK's

1
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FLW CENTRAL REGIONAL CHAMPION
SHIP

From Page 9

AreNIMAINPIE Er CPIS RIZ

guys are open. It's time. It's
time for some youth to play.

The Imunuwe(...enter ol

I'm certainly surpnsed. That's
all I can say about it nght now.
And very much disappointed"
!Irvine s:• lloote. •I tit-• Ile Wile • I el,
Yantko finished 16-for-28
leup iepee,'"unee,
,e,f,
with one pick and 127 yards
On the ground. the Racers
•.
I
.. )740.'.:
(
-8(i5
were only able to rack up 41
yards. as opposed to the 97 on
thi. turf and 121 through the
NATIONAL. SPORTS SCOREBOARD
air the Panthers produced.
Nationiii Football Lama
Caroline 34 Anzona 21
Yantko was alio.) sacked six
At A Glance
Open New England Cincinnati
tly The Assodeled Pres*
Pittsburgh Kansas Cay, Washirvillon
linieS. bringing the total to I I
An Three or
Tampa Bar
in the last two weeks. leaving
AMEFOC AN CONFERENCE
Mondry' Cimino
the fourth-year head coach pui
UM
Atlanta at New Oneans. 7 30 ip rn
W
L T Pct
/led about what is going wrong
Sundry, Nev. 8
New England
5 2 0 714
Anzona at Chicago noon
with his offense.
N Y Jets
4 4 0 500
Washington at Atlanta noon
Mani
"Three are really on the quar3 4 0 429
Morni at New England I1000
Sulfa°
3 5 0 375
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SERVALL INSUUITION
Introduces APPLEGATE INSULATION
A difference you can see,feel& enjoy!
• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY - made of 80910
recycled newsprint
• EXCEEDS TOUGHEST FIRE STANDARDS - Up
to 50% better
fire resistant than fiberglass
• USE IN NEW & EXISTING HOMES - custom-fit
wall spray
surrounds your home with a monolithic cellulose
insulation system

applegate
insulation

ENERGY STAR

Whether your home was bui t a century ago orjust
completed,it's probably not too
late for you to enjoy the benefits ofAppleton insula
tion! A simple,aukk inspection
by an insulation professionalis all thcrt is needed - call
TODAY!
Our Mimi Office:
939 St Rt 121
.
Murray, KY
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WE WANT EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS!

216453-6443
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11400-2641-11433

